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There has been dramatic growth in the development and application of
Bayesian inference in statistics. R provides a wide range of functions for data manip-
ulation, calculation, and graphical displays. Moreover, it includes a well-developed,
simple programming language that we can extend by adding new functions. The
purpose of this paper is to illustrate Bayesian modeling by computations using the
R language. These chapters discuss the use of different types of priors, the use of
the posterior distribution to perform different types of inferences, and the predictive
distribution. The base package of R provides functions to simulate from all of the
standard and non standard probability distributions, and these functions can be
used simulate from a variety of posterior distributions.
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INTRODUCTION
The most frequently used statistical methods are known as frequentist (or
classical) methods. These methods assume that unknown parameters are fixed con-
stants, and they define probability by using limiting relative frequencies. It fol-
lows from these assumptions that probabilities are objective and that you cannot
make probabilistic statements about parameters, because they are fixed. Bayesian
methods offer an alternative approach, they treat parameters as random variables
and define probability as “degree of belief”. It follows from these postulates that
probabilities are subjective and that you can make probability statements about
parameters.
Suppose you are interested in estimating θ from data y = {y1, y2, y3, . . . , yn} by
using a statistical model described by a density p(y|θ). Bayesian philosophy states
that the parameter is expressed through probability statements and distributions.
The following steps describe the essential elements of Bayesian inference.
1) A probability distribution for θ is formulated as pi(θ), which is known as the
prior distribution, or just the prior. The prior distribution express your beliefs (for
example on the mean, the spread, the skewness and so forth) about the parameter
before you examine the data.
2) Given the observed data y, you choose a statistical model p(y|θ) to describe the
distribution of y given θ.
3) You update your beliefs about θ by combining information from the prior distri-
bution and the data through the calculation of the posterior distribution p(θ|Y ).
Bayes′ theorem, enables one to combine the prior distribution and the model
in the following way to carry out the third step.
p(θ|y) = p(θ, y)
p(y)
=
p(y|θ)pi(θ)
p(y)
=
p(y|θ)pi(θ)∫
p(y|θ)pi(θ)dθ .
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The quantity p(y) is called the marginal distribution of y. The likelihood function
of θ is any function proportional to p(y|θ) that is L(θ) ∝ p(y|θ). So another way
of writing Baye’s theorem is as follows,
p(θ|y) = L(θ)pi(θ)∫
L(θ)pi(θ)dθ
.
The marginal distribution p(y) =
∫
L(θ)pi(θ)dθ is an integral. As long as the in-
tegral is finite, the particular value of the integral does not provide any additional
information about the posterior distribution. Hence, p(θ|y) can be written up to an
arbitrary constant, presented here in proportional form as,
p(θ|y) ∝ L(θ)pi(θ).
Bayes’ theorem simply tells you how to update existing knowledge with new infor-
mation. Beginning with prior belief pi(θ) and after learning information from data
y, you change or update your belief about θ and obtain p(θ|y).
Theoretically, Bayesian methods offer simple alternatives to statistical infer-
ence, and follow the posterior distribution p(θ|y). However only in rudimentary
problems, can we obtain the posterior distribution with straightforward analyti-
cal solutions. Most practical Bayesian analyses require sophisticated computations
including the methods of simulations. We generate samples from the posterior dis-
tribution and then use these samples to estimate the quantities of interest.
R is a rich environment for statistical computations and has many capabilities
for exploring data in it’s base packages. In addition, R contains a huge collec-
tion of statistical functions and good summary of probability distributions. We use
Bayesian computation with R for Bayesian modeling. The chapters present the ba-
sic tenets of Bayesian thinking by using familiar one and two parameter inferential
problems. Bayesian computational methods such as Laplace’s method, rejection
sampling, Gibbs sampling and the SIR algorithm are illustrated in the context of
2
a random effect model. The construction and implementation of Markov chain
Monte Carlo(MCMC) methods are introduced. These simulation-based algorithms
are implemented for a variety of Bayesian applications such as hierarchical model-
ing, normal and binary response regression, order restricted inference and robust
modeling Algorithms written in R are used to develop Bayesian tests and assess
Bayesian models by using the posterior predictive distribution. Finally use of R
with several illustrative examples is described.
3
CHAPTER 1
BACKGROUND IN BAYESIAN STATISTICS
1.1 PRIOR DISTRIBUTIONS
A prior distribution of a parameter is the probability distribution that repre-
sents your uncertainty about the parameter before the current data are examined.
Multiplying the prior distribution and the likelihood function together leads to the
posterior distribution of the parameter. We can use the posterior distribution to
carry out all inferences but cannot carry out any Bayesian inferences or perform any
modeling without using a prior distribution.
1.1.1 Objective Priors and Subjective Priors
Bayesian probability measures the degree of belief that we have in a random
event. By this definition, probability is highly subjective. It follows that all priors
are subjective priors. Not everyone agrees with this notion of subjectivity when it
comes to specifying prior distributions. There has long been a desire to option results
that are objectively valid. Within the Bayesian paradigm this can be somewhat
achieved by using prior distributions that are objective. These have a minimal
impact on the posterior distribution. Such distributions are called objective or
noninformative priors. However, while non informative priors are very popular in
some applications, they are not always easy to construct.
1.1.2 Noninformative Priors
Roughly specking, a prior distribution is noninformative if the prior is “flat”
relative to the likelihood function. Thus, a prior φ(θ) is noninformative if it has
minimal infect on the posterior distribution of θ. Other names for the noninforma-
tive prior are vague, diffuse and flat prior. Many statisticians favor noninformative
4
priors because they appear to be more objective. However, it is unrealistic to ex-
pect the noninformative priors represent total ignorance about the parameter of
interest. In some cases, noninformative prior can lead to improper posteriors (non
integrable posteriors density). We cannot make inferences with improper poste-
rior distributions. In addition, noninformative priors are often not invariant under
transformation; that is a prior might be noninformative in one parameterization but
not necessarily noninformative if a transformation is applied, A common choice for
a noninformative prior is the flat prior, which is a prior distribution that assigns
equal likelihood on all possible values of the parameter.
1.1.3 Improper Priors
A prior is said to be improper if
∫
pi(θ)dθ = ∞ for example, a uniform prior
distribution on the real line, pi(θ) ∝ 1, for − ∞ < θ < ∞, is an improper prior.
Improper priors are often used in Bayesian inference. They usually yield proper
posterior distributions. Improper prior distributions can lead to posterior impropri-
ety. (Improper posterior distribution). To determine whether a posterior distribu-
tion is proper, we need to make sure that the normalizing constant
∫
p(y|θ)p(θ)dθ
is finite for all y. If an improper prior distribution leads to an improper posterior
distribution, inference based on the improper posterior distribution is invalid.
1.1.4 Informative Priors
An informative prior is a prior that is not dominated by the likelihood and that
has an impact on the posterior distribution. If a prior distribution dominates the
likelihood, it is clearly an informative prior. These types of distributions must be
specified with care in actual practice. On the other hand, the proper use of prior
distributions illustrates the power of the Bayesian method: information gathered
from the previous study, past experiences, or expert opinion can be combined with
5
current information in a natural way.
1.1.5 Conjugate Priors
A prior is said to be a conjugate prior for a family of distributions if the prior
and posterior distributions are from the same family, which means that the form
of the posterior has the same distributional form as the prior distribution. For
example, if the likelihood is binomial, y ∼ bin(n, θ) a conjugate prior on θ is the
beta distribution. It follows that the posterior distribution of θ is also a beta dis-
tribution. Other commonly used conjugate prior/likelihood combinations include
the normal/normal, gamma/Poisson, gamma/gamma and gamma/beta cases. The
development of conjugate priors was partially driven by a desire for computational
convenience. Conjugate priors provide a practical way to obtain the posterior dis-
tributions.
1.1.6 Jeffrey’s Priors
If a prior does not change much over the region in which the likelihood is signif-
icant and does not assume large values outside that range, then that prior satisfies
the local uniformity property. Since Jeffrey’s prior satisfies the local uniformity
property it is a very useful prior. It is based on the Fisher information matrix.
Jeffrey’s prior is defined as,
pi(θ) ∝ | I(θ) |1/2,
where | | denotes the determinant and I(θ) is the Fisher information matrix based
on the likelihood function p(y|θ),
I(θ) = −E[ d2
dθ2
log p(y|θ)].
Jeffrey’s prior is locally uniform and hence noninformative. It provides an au-
tomated scheme for finding a noninformative prior for any parametric model p(y|θ).
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Another appealing property of Jeffrey’s prior is that it is invariant with respect to
one to one transformations. The invariance property means that p(φ(θ)) = pi(θ) |
φ′(θ) |−1 is a locally uniform prior for φ(θ). If we have a locally uniform prior on
θ and φ(θ) is one to one function of θ. This invariance principle carries through to
multidimensional parameters as well. While Jeffrey’s prior provides a general recipe
for obtaining noninformative priors, it has some shortcomings, the prior is improper
for many models, and it can lead to improper posterior in some cases.
1.2 BAYESIAN INFERENCE
Bayesian inference about θ is primarily based on the posterior distribution of
θ. There are various of ways in which we can summarize this distribution. For an
example, we can report our findings through point estimates. Also we can use the
posterior distribution to construct hypothesis tests or probability statements.
1.2.1 Point Estimation and Estimation Error
Classical methods often report the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) or
the method of moment estimator (MME) of a parameter. In contrast, Bayesian
approaches often uses the posterior mean. The definition of the posterior mean is
given by
E(θ|y) =
∫
θp(θ|y)dθ.
Other commonly used posterior estimators include the posterior median, defined as,
θ : p(θ ≥ median|y) = p(median ≤ θ|y) = 1/2.
and the posterior mode is defined as the value of θ that maximizes p(θ|y).
The variance of the posterior density describes the uncertainty in the param-
eter, which is a random variable in the Bayesian paradigm. A Bayesian analysis
typically uses the posterior variance, or the posterior standard deviation, to char-
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acterize the dispersion of the parameters in multidimensional models, covariance or
correlation matrices are used.
If we know the distributional form of the posterior density of interest, we can
report the exact posterior point estimates. When models become too difficult to
analyze analytically, we have to use simulation algorithms such as normal approxi-
mation, Laplace method, and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method, Rejec-
tion sampling algorithm, Importance ampling algorithm and Sampling importance
resampling (SIR) algorithm.
1.2.2 Hypothesis Testing and Bayes Factor
Suppose we have the following null and alternative hypothesis.
H0 : θ ∈ Θ0 H1 : θ ∈ Θc0 ,
where Θ0 is a subset of the parameter space.
Using the posterior distribution p(θ|y), we can compute the posterior proba-
bilities P (θ ∈ Θ0|y) and P (θ ∈ Θc0|y) or the probabilities that H0 and H1 are true,
respectively. One way to perform a Bayesian hypothesis test is to accept the null
hypothesis if P (θ ∈ Θ0|y) ≥ P (θ ∈ Θc0|y) and vice versa.
It is more difficult to carry out a point null hypothesis test in a Bayesian
analysis. A point null hypothesis is a test of
H0 : θ = θ0 H1 : θ 6= θ0 .
If the prior distribution pi(θ) is a countinuous density, then the posterior probability
of the null hypothesis being true is zero, and there is no point in carrying out
the test. One alternative is to restate the null to be a small interval hypothesis:
θ ∈ θ0 = (θ0 − a, θ0 + a), where a is a very small constant. The Bayesian paradigm
can deal with an interval hypothesis more easily.
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1.3 BAYES FACTOR
The use of a Bayes factor is a Bayesian alternative to classical hypothesis
testing. Bayesian model comparison is a method of model selection based on Bayes
factors.
1.3.1 Comparison of hypothesis
To introduce Bayesian measures of evidence, suppose we observe Y from a
sampling distribution f(y|θ) and we wish to test the hypotheses,
H0 : θ ∈ Θ0 against H1 : θ ∈ Θ1 ,
where Θ0 and Θ1 form a partition of the parameter space. If one assigns a proper
prior density g(θ), then we can judge the two hypotheses, by the prior odds ratio
pi0
pi1
=
p(θ ∈ Θ0)
p(θ ∈ Θ1) =
∫
Θ0
g(θ)dθ∫
Θ1
g(θ1)dθ
.
After data Y = y are observed, the parameter are updated by the posterior
density,
g(θ|y) ∝ L(θ)g(θ),
where L(θ) is the likelihood function. Then the two hypotheses are summarized by
the posterior odds ratio,
p0
p1
=
p(θ ∈ Θ0|y)
p(θ ∈ Θ1|y) =
∫
Θ0
g(θ|y)dθ∫
Θ1
g(θ|y)dθ .
The Bayes factor is the ratio of the posterior odds to the prior odds of the
hypotheses,
Bayes factor(BF) =
posterior odds
prior odds
=
p0/p1
pi0/pi1
.
The statistic BF is a measure of the evidence provided by the data in support of
the hypothesis H0. The posterior probability of the hypothesis H0 can be expressed
as a function of Bayes factor and the prior probabilities of the hypotheses by
p0 =
pi0BF
pi0BF + 1− pi0 .
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In general, we are testing the hypotheses,
H0 : θ = θ0 against H1 : θ 6= θ0 .
Then the posterior probability of H0 is same for this case too.
Note that a Bayesian probability of a hypothesis is equal to the p-value for one-
sided testing problems when a vague prior distribution is placed on the parameter.
1.3.2 Comparing two models
The Bayesian approach to comparing hypotheses can be generalized to compare
two models. If we let y denote the vector of data and θ the parameter, then the
Bayesian model consist of a specification of the sampling density f(y|θ) and the prior
density g(θ). Given this model, we can compute the marginal or prior predictive
density of the data,
m(y) =
∫
f(y|θ)g(θ)dθ.
Suppose we wish to compare two Baysian models;
M0 : y v f1(y|θ0), θ0 v g1(θ0),
M0 : y v f2(y|θ1), θ1 v g2(θ1),
where it is possible that the definition of the parameter θ may differ between models.
Then the Bayes factor in support of modelM0 is the ratio of the respective marginal
densities (or prior predictive densities) of the data for the two models,
BF =
m0(y)
m1(y)
.
If pi0 and pi1 denote the respective prior probabilities of the modelsM0 and M1,
then the posterior probability of model M0 is given by,
P (M0|y) = pi0BF
pi0BF + pi1
.
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A simple way of approximating a marginal density is by Laplace’s method. (We
will discuss this method in simulation methods). Let θˆ denote the posterior mode
and H(θ) denote the Hessian (second derivative matrix) of the log posterior density.
Then the prior predictive density can be approximated as,
m(y) = (2pi)d/2g(θˆ)f(y|θˆ) | −H(θˆ |1/2,
where d is the number of parameters.
On the log scale we have,
log(m(y)) = (d/2)log(2pi) + log(g(θˆ))f(y|θˆ)− 1/2log | −H(θˆ) | .
Once an R function is written to compute the logarithm of the product f(y|θ)g(θ),
then the function laplace can be applied and the component of the output int gives
an estimate of log m(y). By applying this method for several models we can use the
computed values of m(y) to compute a Bayes factor.
1.3.3 Interval estimation
The Bayesian set estimates are called credible sets, which are also known as
credible intervals. This is an analogue to the concept of confidence intervals used in
classical statistics. Given a posterior distribution p(θ|y), A is a credible set for θ if,
P (θ ∈ A|y) =
∫
A
p(θ|y)dθ.
We can construct credible sets that have equal tails. A 100(1−α)% equal-tail
interval corresponds to the 100(α/2)th and 100(1−α/2)th percentiles of the posterior
distribution. This interval is invariant under transformations.
Another frequently used Bayesian credible set is called the highest posterior
density (HPD) interval. A 100(1 − α)% HPD interval is region that satisfies the
following two conditions.
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1) The posterior probability of that region is 100(1− α)%.
2) The minimum density of any point within that region is equal to or larger than
the density of any point out side the region.
The HPD is an interval in which most of the distribution lies. Some statisticians
prefer this interval because it is the smallest interval.
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CHAPTER 2
INTRODUCTING TO BAYESIAN THINKING.
2.1 DEMONSTRATE POSTERIOR DISTRIBUTIONS USING DIF-
FERENT CHOICES OF PRIORS
The basic elements of the Bayesian inferential approach are introduced through
the basic problem of learning about the population proportion. Before taking data,
one has beliefs about the value of proportion and one models his or her beliefs in
terms of a prior distribution. We will illustrate the use of different functional forms
for this prior. After data have been observed, one updates one’s beliefs about the
proportion by computing the posterior distribution. Also, one may be interested in
predicting the likely outcomes of a new sample taken from the population.
Many of the commands in the R base package can be used in this setting.
The probability distribution commands such as dbinom and dbeta and simulation
commands, such as rbeta, rbinom, and sample are helpful in simulating draws from
the posterior and predictive distributions. Also we illustrate special R commands
pdisc, histprior and discint in constructing priors and computing and summarizing
a posterior.
Brute - Force Method of summarizing posterior computations for an arbitrary prior
density g(p).
- Choose a grid of values of p over an interval that covers the posterior density.
-Compute the product of the likelihood L(p) and the prior g(p) on the grid.
-Normalize by dividing each product by the sum of the products. In this step,
we are approximating the posterior density by a discrete probability
distribution on the grid.
-Using the R command sample, take a random sample with replacement
13
from the discrete distribution.
The resulting simulated draws are an approximate sample from the posterior
distribution. We illustrate this “brute− force” algorithm for a prior opinion about
the proportion p.
2.1.1 Estimation a proportion with a discrete prior
Refer (Albert, (2008), page 35, exercise 1).
The following are the R code and output for this exercise.
> # Possible values for prior p
> p=seq(0,1,by=0.125)
> p
[1] 0.000 0.125 0.250 0.375 0.500 0.625 0.750 0.875 1.000
> # Prior probabilities
> prior=c(0.001,0.001,0.95,0.008,0.008,0.008,0.008,0.008,0.008)
> prior
[1] 0.001 0.001 0.950 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008
> # A discrete prior distribution for a proportion p
> plot(p,prior,type="h",ylab="Prior Probability")
> # Observed data
> data=c(6,4)
The R function pdisc in the package LearnBayes computes the posterior probabil-
ities
> round(cbind(p,prior,post),3)
p prior post
[1,] 0.000 0.001 0.000
[2,] 0.125 0.001 0.000
[3,] 0.250 0.950 0.730
[4,] 0.375 0.008 0.034
[5,] 0.500 0.008 0.078
[6,] 0.625 0.008 0.094
[7,] 0.750 0.008 0.055
[8,] 0.875 0.008 0.009
[9,] 1.000 0.008 0.000
The posterior probability that Bob has no ESP ability is 0.73
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2.1.2 Estimation a proportion with a histogram prior
Refer (Albert, (2008), page 35, exercise 2).
The following are the R code and output for this exercise.
> # Mid points of ten subintervals
> midpt=seq(0.05,0.95,by=0.1)
> # Prior weights
> prior=c(1,5.2,8,7.2,4.6,2.1,0.7,0.1,0,0)
> # Prior probabilities
> prior=prior/sum(prior)
We graph this prior using the R function curve and histprior in the LearnBayes
package
> library(LearnBayes)
> curve(histprior(x,midpt,prior), from=0, to=1, ylab="Prior density",
+ ylim=c(0,0.3)) # Figure 1
To obtain a simulated sample from the posterior density by algarithm, we first
construct an equally spaced grid of values of the proportion p and compute the
product of the prior and likelihood on this grid. Then we convert the products on
the grid to probabilities.
> p=seq(0,1,length=500)
> post=histprior(p,midpt,prior)*dbeta(p,13,9)
> post=post/sum(post)
> ps=sample(p,replace=TRUE,prob=post)
> hist(ps,xlab="p",main="") # Figure 2
2.1.3 Estimating a proportion and prediction of the future samples
Refer (Albert, (2008), page 36, exercise 3).
The following are the R code and output for this exercise.
> # Using beta prior
> library(LearnBayes)
> a=1
> b=1
> s=22
> f=7
> curve(dbeta(x,a+s,b+f),from=0,to=1,xlab="p",ylab="Density",
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.1. (a) A histogram prior for a proportion p. (b) A
histogram of simulated draws from the posterior distribution of
p with the use of a histogram prior.
+ lty=1,lwd=4) # Posterior
> curve(dbeta(x,s,f),add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=4) # Likelihood
> curve(dbeta(x,a,b),add=TRUE,lty=3,lwd=4) # prior
> legend(0,5,c("Posterior","Likelihood","Prior"),lty=c(1,2,3),
+ lwd=c(3,3,3)) # Figure 3
> # 90% interval estimate for p
> qbeta(c(0.05,0.95),a+s,b+f)
[1] 0.6060526 0.8598149
> # The posterior probability that (p>0.6|data)
> 1-pbeta(0.6,a+s,b+f)
[1] 0.9564759
> # Simulated sample of size 1000 from the posterior distribution of p
> ps=rbeta(1000,a+s,b+f)
> hist(ps,xlab=’p’,main="") # Figure 4
> sum(ps>0.6)/1000
[1] 0.954
> quantile(ps,c(0.05,0.95))
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5% 95%
0.6060063 0.8620473
> # Simulate 1000 draws from the posterior distribution
> p1=rbeta(1000,23,8)
> # Simulate values of y using rbinom function
> y=rbinom(1000,10,p1)
(a) (b)
Figure 2.2. (a) The prior density, the likelihood function and
the posterior density for learning about a proportion p. (b) A
histogram of simulated draws from the beta posterior distribu-
tion of p.
To summarize the simmulated draws of y, we use the table command to tabulate
the distinct values.
> table(y)
y
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
2 16 37 64 158 214 249 188 72
> freq=table(y) # frequencies of y
> ys=as.integer(names(freq))
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Convert this frequencies to posterior predictive probabilities dividing each frequency
by sum.
> preadprob=freq/sum(freq)
> dist=cbind(ys,preadprob)
> dist
ys preadprob
2 2 0.002
3 3 0.016
4 4 0.037
5 5 0.064
6 6 0.158
7 7 0.214
8 8 0.249
9 9 0.188
10 10 0.072
The predictive probability that nine or ten of them will graduate from high school=
0.260.
2.1.4 Contrasting Predictions using two different priors
Refer (Albert, (2008), page 36, exercise 4).
The following are the R code and output for this exercise.
> # Mean and standard deviation of p for Joe’s prior
> Mean=0.1*0.5+0.2*0.2+0.3*0.2+0.4*0.05+0.5*0.05
> Mean
[1] 0.195
> Standard_Deviation=sqrt((0.1-Mean)^2+(0.2-Mean)^2+(0.3-Mean)^2+
+ (0.4-Mean)^2+(0.5-Mean)^2)/4
> Standard_Deviation
[1] 0.09846478
> # Mean and standard deviation of p for Sam’s prior beta(3,12)
> alpha=3; beta=12
> Mean=alpha*beta
> Mean
[1] 36
> Standard_Deviation=sqrt(alpha*beta^2)
> Standard_Deviation
[1] 20.78461
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> # So,Joe and Sam do not have similar belief about the location of p
>
> # Predicting the commuters y in a future sample of size 12
>
> # Joe’s prior- Discrete Distribution
> p=c(0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5) # proportion values
> prior=c(0.5,0.2,0.2,0.05,0.05)
> m=12; # future sample size
> ys=0:12 # no of successes of interest
> library(LearnBayes)
> pred=pdiscp(p,prior,m,ys)
> round(cbind(0:12,pred),3)
pred
[1,] 0 0.158
[2,] 1 0.245
[3,] 2 0.209
[4,] 3 0.148
[5,] 4 0.100
[6,] 5 0.065
[7,] 6 0.039
[8,] 7 0.021
[9,] 8 0.010
[10,] 9 0.004
[11,] 10 0.001
[12,] 11 0.000
[13,] 12 0.000
> # Sam’s prior - beta prior
> ab=c(3,12) # beta parameters
> m=12; ys=0:12
> pred=pbetap(ab,m,ys) # predictive probabilities using beta density
> round(cbind(0:12,pred),3)
pred
[1,] 0 0.140
[2,] 1 0.219
[3,] 2 0.219
[4,] 3 0.174
[5,] 4 0.117
[6,] 5 0.069
[7,] 6 0.036
[8,] 7 0.016
[9,] 8 0.006
[10,] 9 0.002
[11,] 10 0.001
[12,] 11 0.000
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[13,] 12 0.000
The predictive probabilities of y using both Joe’s prior and Sam’s Prior are approx-
imately similar. So, the two people do have similar beliefs about the outcomes of a
future sample.
2.2 SINGLE-PARAMETER MODELS
In this section, we introduce the use of R in summarizing the posterior distri-
butions for several single parameter models. In practice, one may have incomplete
prior information about a parameter in the sense that one’s beliefs won’t entirely
define a prior density. There may be a number of different priors that match the
given prior information. In this situation where different priors are possible, it is
desirable that inferences from the posterior not be dependent on the exact func-
tional form of the prior. A Bayesian analysis is said to be robust to the choice of
prior if the inference is insensitive to different priors that match the user’s beliefs.
In exercise 4, we illustrate the use of two distinct priors in modeling and show that
an inference is insensitive to the choice of prior. In Bayesian analysis, there is a way
to generalize the family of conjugate priors by use of mixtures, and we illustrate the
use of a mixture of beta distributions to model belief that in exercise 4.
2.2.1 Learning About an Exponential Mean
Refer (Albert, (2008), page 58, exercise 2).
part (a)
g(λ|data) = λ−n−1exp(−s/λ).
Let θ = 1/λ,
g(λ|data) = θn+1exp(−sθ)(1/θ2),
= θn−1exp(−sθ).
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g(θ|data) ∼ Gamma(n, s).
The following are the R code and output for this exercise (for parts (b) ,(c),(d)).
> n=5; s=c(751,594,1213,1126,819)
> alpha=n
> beta=sum(s)
> # Simulated 1000 draws from posterior distribution of theta
> theta1=rgamma(1000,shape=alpha,rate=beta)
> # Simulated 1000 draws from posterior distribution of lamda
> lamda=1/theta1
> # The posterior probability that lamda exceeds 1000 hours
> prob=sum(lamda>1000)/1000
> prob
[1] 0.447
2.2.2 Bayesian Robustness
Refer (Albert, (2008), page 59, exercise 4).
The following are the R code and output for this exercise.
> library(LearnBayes)
> # Simulate 1000 draws from prior density P1
> p1_s=rbeta(1000,100,100)
> # Simulate 1000 draws from prior density P2
> p=seq(0,1,length=1000)
> prior=0.9*dbeta(p,500,500)+0.1*dbeta(p,1,1)
> prior=prior/sum(prior)
> p2_s=sample(p,replace=TRUE,prob=prior)
> (sum(p1_s<0.56)-sum(p1_s<0.44))/1000
[1] 0.913
> (sum(p2_s<0.56)-sum(p2_s<0.44))/1000
[1] 0.909
> # So, both priors match the given beliefs about the coin flipping
probability p
> # Simulate 1000 draws from posterior density P1
> P1_s1=rbeta(1000,100+45,100+55)
> # 90% probability interval for P1
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> quantile(P1_s1,c(0.05,0.95))
5% 95%
0.4375370 0.5330837
> # Simulate 1000 draws from posterior density P2
> probs=c(0.9,0.1)
> beta.par1=c(500,500)
> beta.par2=c(1,1)
> betapar=rbind(beta.par1,beta.par2)
> betapar
[,1] [,2]
beta.par1 500 500
beta.par2 1 1
> data1=c(45,55)
> post=binomial.beta.mix(probs,betapar,data1)
> post
$probs
beta.par1 beta.par2
0.97776153 0.02223847
$betapar
[,1] [,2]
beta.par1 545 555
beta.par2 46 56
> # Posterior density - Beta mixture
> p=seq(0,1,length=1000)
> post=post$probs[1]*dbeta(p,545,555)+post$probs[2]*dbeta(p,46,56)
> post=post/sum(post)
> P2_s1=sample(p,replace=TRUE,prob=post)
> # 90% probability interval for p
> quantile(P2_s1,c(0.05,0.95))
5% 95%
0.4704204 0.5215215
> # Simulate 1000 draws from posterior density P1
> P1_s2=rbeta(1000,100+30,100+70)
> # 90% probability interval for p
> quantile(P1_s2,c(0.05,0.95))
5% 95%
0.3865545 0.4808483
> # Simulate 1000 draws from posterior density P2
> data2=c(30,70)
> post=binomial.beta.mix(probs,betapar,data2)
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> post
$probs
beta.par1 beta.par2
0.0399307 0.9600693
$betapar
[,1] [,2]
beta.par1 530 570
beta.par2 31 71
> # Posterior density - Beta mixture
> p=seq(0,1,length=1000)
> post=post$probs[1]*dbeta(p,530,570)+post$probs[2]*dbeta(p,31,71)
> post=post/sum(post)
> P2_s2=sample(p,replace=TRUE,prob=post)
> # 90% probability interval for p
> quantile(P2_s2,c(0.05,0.95))
5% 95%
0.2322322 0.4045546
> #The results are different for ’45’ and ’30’.
The predictive probabilities of y using both Joe’s prior and Sam’s Prior are approx-
imately similar. So, the two people do have similar beliefs about the outcomes of a
future sample
2.2.3 Test of a Proportion
Refer (Albert, (2008), page 59, exercise 5).
The following are the R code and output for this exercise.
> library(LearnBayes)
> pbinom(7,20,0.2)
[1] 0.9678573
> 1-pbinom(7,20,0.2)
[1] 0.03214266
> min(pbinom(7,20,0.2),1-pbinom(7,20,0.2))
[1] 0.03214266
> p_value =2*(min(pbinom(7,20,0.2),1-pbinom(7,20,0.2)))
> p_value
[1] 0.06428533
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The p-value here is 0.064. Since p-value is bigger than the common significance level
of 0.05, we do not reject the hypothesis H.
> n=20
> y=8
> a=1
> b=4
> p=0.2
> m1=dbinom(y,n,p)*dbeta(p,a,b)/dbeta(p,a+y,b+n-y)
> lamda=dbinom(y,n,p)/(dbinom(y,n,p)+m1)
> lamda
[1] 0.3410395
> pbetat(p,0.5,c(a,b),c(y,n-y))
$bf
[1] 0.5175417
$post
[1] 0.3410395
We get that the posterior probability of the hypothesis of person makes a correct
guess H is 0.34 which is greater than 0.05. So, we do not reject H.
> # The posterior probability of H for different priors
> a1=0.5
> b1=2
> p=0.2
> m1=dbinom(y,n,p)*dbeta(p,a1,b1)/dbeta(p,a1+y,b1+n-y)
> lamda=dbinom(y,n,p)/(dbinom(y,n,p)+m1)
> lamda
[1] 0.3900752
> pbetat(p,0.5,c(a1,b1),c(y,n-y))
$bf
[1] 0.6395464
$post
[1] 0.3900752
> a2=2
> b2=8
> p=0.2
> m1=dbinom(y,n,p)*dbeta(p,a2,b2)/dbeta(p,a2+y,b2+n-y)
> lamda=dbinom(y,n,p)/(dbinom(y,n,p)+m1)
> lamda
[1] 0.328591
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> pbetat(p,0.5,c(a2,b2),c(y,n-y))
$bf
[1] 0.4894051
$post
[1] 0.328591
> a3=8
> b3=32
> p=0.2
> m1=dbinom(y,n,p)*dbeta(p,a3,b3)/dbeta(p,a3+y,b3+n-y)
> lamda=dbinom(y,n,p)/(dbinom(y,n,p)+m1)
> lamda
[1] 0.3855337
> pbetat(p,0.5,c(a3,b3),c(y,n-y))
$bf
[1] 0.6274287
$post
[1] 0.3855337
2.3 MULTIPARAMETER MODELS
In this section, we describe the use of R to summarize Bayesian models with
several unknown parameters. In learning about parameters of a normal population
or multinomial parameters, posterior inference is accomplished by simulating from
distributions of standard forms. Once a simulated sample is obtained from the joint
posterior, it is straightforward to perform transformations on these simulated draws
to learn about any function of the parameters. Although the posterior distribution
does not have simple functional form, it can be summarized by computing the
density on affine grid points. Furthermore, here we illustrate the computation of
the posterior probability the one proportion exceeds that second proportion in the
situation in which one believes a priori that the proportions are dependent.
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2.3.1 Inference about a Normal Population
Refer (Albert, (2008), page 81, exercise 1).
The following are the R code and output for this exercise.
> data=c(9.0,8.5,7,8.5,6,12.5,6,9,8.5,7.5,8.0,6.0,9.0,8.0,7.0,10.0,
+ 9.0,7.5,5.0,6.5)
> library(LearnBayes)
> # A sample of 1000 simulated draws from the joint posterior
> S=normpostsim(data,1000)
> # 90% interval estimate for the mean
> quantile(S$mu,c(0.05,0.95))
5% 95%
7.318295 8.584719
> # 90% interval estimate for the standard deviation
> quantile(sqrt(S$sigma2),c(0.05,0.95))
5% 95%
1.348879 2.330363
> p_75=S$mu+0.674*sqrt(S$sigma2)
> mean(p_75)
[1] 9.13666
> sd(p_75)
[1] 0.4727344
2.3.2 The Behrens Problem
Refer (Albert, (2008), page 82, exercise 2).
Let x1, x2, . . . , xm ∼ N(µ1, σ21) and y1, y2, . . . , yn ∼ N(µ2, σ22).
f(xi|µ1, σ1) = 1√
2piσ1
exp
(
− 1
2σ21
(xi − µ1)2
)
.
f(yj|µ2, σ2) = 1√
2piσ2
exp
(
− 1
2σ22
(yj − µ2)2
)
.
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where S1 =
∑m
i=1(xi − x¯)2 and S2 =
∑n
j=1(yj − y¯)2.
The following are the R code and output for this exercise.
> library(LearnBayes)
> data1=c(120,107,110,116,114,111,113,117,114,112)
> data2=c(110,111,107,108,110,105,107,106,111,111)
> S1=normpostsim(data1,prior=NULL,m=1000)
> S2=normpostsim(data2,prior=NULL,m=1000)
> plot(density(S1$mu-S2$mu),xlab="Difference")
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Figure 2.3. Density of simulated values from the posterior dis-
tribution for mean difference in two groups
A histogram of the simulated draws of this difference is displayed that all the mass
of this distribution is on positive values, indicating that there is strong evidence
that males have a lager average.
2.3.3 Comparing two proportions
Refer (Albert, (2008), page 82, exercise 3).
part (a) let yN and yS are independent with yN distributed as binomial(nN , pN ) and
yS distributed as binomial(nS, pS).
L(pN , pS) ∝ pyNN (1− pN )nN−yN pySS (1− pS)nS−yS ,
∝ p(yN+1)−1N (1− pN )(nN−yN+1)−1︸ ︷︷ ︸ · p(yS+1)−1S (1− pS)(nS−yS+1)−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
beta(yN + 1, nN − yN + 1) beta(yS + 1, nS − yS + 1)
The following are the R code and output for this exercise.
> y_N=1601
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> n_N=1601+162527
> y_S=510
> n_S=510+412368
> PN=rbeta(1000,y_N+1,n_N-y_N+1)
> PS=rbeta(1000,y_S+1,n_S-y_S+1)
> S=cbind(PN,PS) # simulated sample
> RR=PN/PS
> hist(RR,main="",xlab="Relative Risk")
> # 95% interval estimate of this relative risk
> quantile(RR,c(0.025,0.97))
2.5% 97%
7.141507 8.717496
> D=PN-PS
> hist(D,main="",xlab="Difference")
> sum(D>0)/1000
[1] 1
(a) (b)
Figure 2.4. (a) Histogram of simulated values of relative risk.
(b) Histogram of simulated values from the difference in risks
pN − pS .
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CHAPTER 3
BAYESIAN COMPUTATION
In the previous chapter, two types of strategies were used in the summarization
of posterior distributions. If the sampling density has a familiar functional form,
such as a member of an exponential family, and a conjugate prior is chosen for the
parameter, then the posterior distribution often is expressible in terms of familiar
probability distributions. In this case, we can simulate parameters directly by using
the R collection random variate functions (such as rnorm, rbeta, and rgamma),
and we can summarize the posterior using computations on the simulated sample.
A second type of computing strategy is what we called the “brute− force” method.
In this case where the posterior distribution is not a familiar functional form, then
we simply compute values of the posterior on a grid of points and then approximates
the continuous posterior by a discrete posterior that is concentrated on the values
of the grid. And also this brute-force method can be generally applied for one and
two parameter problems.
In this chapter, we describe the Bayesian computational problem and introduce
some of the more sophisticated computational methods that will be employed. One
general approach is based on the behavior of the posterior distribution about its
mode. This gives a multivariate normal approximation to the posterior that serves
as a good first approximation in the development of more exact methods. We then
provide a general introduction to the use of simulation in computing summaries of
the posterior distribution. When one can directly simulate samples from the poste-
rior distribution, then the Monte Carlo algorithm gives an estimate and associated
standard error for the posterior mean for any function of the parameters of interest.
In the situation where the distribution posterior is not a standard function form,
rejection sampling with a suitable choice of proposal density provides an alterna-
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tive method for producing draws from the posterior. Importance Sampling and
Sampling Importance Resampling (SIR) algorithms are alternative general methods
for computing integrals and simulating from a general posterior distribution. The
SIR algorithm is especially useful when we wish to investigate the sensitivity of the
posterior distribution with respect to changes in the prior and likelihood functions.
The Bayesian recipe for inference is conceptually simple. If we observe data y
from a sampling density f(y|θ), where θ is a vector of parameters and we assign θ
a prior g(θ), then the posterior density of θ is proportional to,
g(θ|y) ∝ g(θ)f(y|θ).
The computational problem is to summarize this multivariate probability dis-
tribution to perform inference about functions of θ.
Many of the posterior summaries are expressible in terms of integrals. Suppose
we are interested in the posterior mean of a function h(θ). This mean is expressible
as a ratio of integrals,
E(h(θ)|y) =
∫
h(θ)g(θ)f(y|θ)dθ∫
g(θ)f(y|θ)dθ .
If we are interested in the posterior probability that h(θ) falls in a set A, we
wish to compute,
p(h(θ) ∈ A|y) =
∫
h(θ)∈A
g(θ)f(y|θ)dθ∫
g(θ)f(y|θ)dθ .
Integrals are also involved when we are interested in obtaining marginal densi-
ties of parameters of interest. Suppose we have the parameters θ = (θ1, θ2), where
θ1 are the parameters of interest and θ2 are so-called nuisance parameters. We ob-
tain the marginal posterior density of θ1 by integrating out the nuisance parameters
from the joint posterior.
g(θ1|y) ∝
∫
g(θ1, θ2|y)dθ2
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In this chapter, we focus on the use of computational methods for computing
integrals that are applicable to high-dimensional Bayesian problems.
3.1 APPROXIMATIONS BASED ON POSTERIOR MODES
One method of summarizing a multivariate posterior distribution is based on
the behavior of the density about its mode. Let θ be a vector-valued parameter with
prior density g(θ). If we observe data y with sample density f(y|θ) then consider
the logarithm of the joint density of θ and y,
h(θ, y) = log(g(θ)f(y|θ)).
In the following, we write this log density as h(θ) since after the data are observed θ
is the only random quantity. Denoting the posterior mode of θ by θˆ, we expand the
log density in a second order Taylor series about θˆ. This gives the approximation,
h(θ) ' h(θˆ) + (θ − θˆ)′h′′(θˆ)(θ − θˆ)/2,
where h′′(θˆ) is the Hessian of the log density evaluated at the mode. Using this
expansion, the posterior density is approximated by a multivariate normal density
with mean θˆ and variance-covariance matrix,
V = (−h′′(θˆ))−1.
In addition, this approximation allows one to analytically integrate out θ from
the joint density and obtain the following approximation to the predictive density,
f(y) ' (2pi)d/2g(θˆ)f(y|θˆ)| − h′′(θˆ)|1/2,
where d is the dimension of θ.
To apply this approximation, we need to find the mode of the posterior density
of θ. One general-purpose optimization algorithm for finding this mode is provided
by Newton’s method. Suppose one has a guess at the posterior mode θ0. If θt−1 is
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the estimate at the mode at the (t−1) iteration of the algorithm, then next iteration
is given by,
θt = θt−1 − [(h′′(θt−1)]−1h′(θt−1),
where h′(θt−1) and h′′(θt−1) are the gradient and Hessian of the log density evaluated
at the current guess at the mode. We continue these iterations until convergence.
There are many alternative algorithms available for finding the posterior mode. In
the following, we will use Nelder-Mead algorithm, which is the default method in R
function optim in R base package. This algorithm is an iterative method based on
the evaluation of the objective function over vertices of the simplex. The Nelder-
Mead algorithm appears to be preferable to Newton’s method since it is less sensitive
to the choice of starting value.
After we write an R function to evaluate the log posterior density, the R func-
tion laplace in the LearnBayes package finds the joint posterior mode by using
optim and the default Nelder-Mead algorithm. The inputs to the laplace are the
function defining the joint posterior, an intelligent guess at the posterior mode, and
data and parameters used in the definition of the log posterior. The choice of “in-
telligent guess” can be important since the algorithm may fail to converge with a
poor choice of starting values. Suppose that a suitable starting value is used and
laplace is successful in finding the posterior mode. The output of the laplace is a list
with four components. The components mode gives the value of the posterior mode
θˆ , the component int is the approximation to the logarithm of the prior predictive
density, and converge indicates if the logarithm converged.
One advantage of this algorithm is that we obtain quick summaries of the pa-
rameters by using the multivariate normal approximation. By using the diagonal
elements of the variance-covariance matrix, we can construct approximate probabil-
ity intervals for the parameters.
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3.2 MONTE CARLO METHOD
A second general approach for summarizing a posterior distribution is based
on simulation. Suppose that θ has a posterior density g(θ|y) and we are interested
in learning about a particular function of the parameters h(θ). The posterior mean
of h(θ) is given by,
E(h(θ)|y) =
∫
h(θ)g(θ|y)dy
Suppose we are able to simulate an independent sample θ1, θ2, . . . , θm from the
posterior density. Then the Monte Carlo estimate of the posterior mean is given by
the sample mean,
h¯ =
∑m
j=1 h(θ
j)
m
.
The associated simulation standard error of this estimate is estimated by,
seh¯ =
√∑m
j=1(h(θ
j)− h¯)2
m(m− 1) .
The Monte Carlo approach is an effective for summarizing a posterior distri-
bution when simulated samples are available from the exact posterior distribution.
3.3 REJECTION SAMPLING
In many situations, the posterior does not have a familiar form and we need to
use an alternative algorithm for producing a simulated sample. A general-purpose
algorithm for simulating random draws from a given probability distribution is rejec-
tion sampling. In this setting, suppose we wish to produce an independent sample
from a posterior density g(θ|y) where the normalizing constant may not be known.
The first step in rejection sampling is to find another probability density p(θ) such
that,
- It is easy to simulate draws from p.
- The density p resembles the posterior density of interest g in terms of
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location and spread.
-For all θ and a constant c , g(θ|y) ≤ c p(θ).
Suppose we are able to find a density p with these properties. Then one obtains
draws from g using the following accept/reject algorithm.
1. Independently simulate θ from p and a uniform random variable U on the
unit interval.
2. If U ≤ g(θ|y)/c (p(θ)), then accept θ as a draw from the density g;
otherwise reject θ.
3. Continue step 1 and 2 of the algorithm until one has collected sufficient number
of ”accepted” θ.
Rejection sampling is one of the most useful method for simulating draws from
a variety of distributions, and standard methods simulating from standard proba-
bility distributions such as normal, gamma and beta are typically based on rejection
algorithms. The main task in designing a rejection-sampling algorithm is finding a
suitable proposal density p and constant value c. At step 2 of the algorithm the
probability of accepting a candidate draw is given by g(θ|y)/(c p(θ)). We can mon-
itor the algorithm by computing the proportions of draws of that are accepted; an
efficient rejection sampling algorithm has high acceptance rate.
To set up the rejection algorithm, we need to find the value of bounding con-
stant c such that,
g(θ|y) ≤ c p(θ) for all θ.
Equivalently, since g is programmed on the log scale, we want to find the constant
d = log(c) such that,
log g(θ|y)− log p(θ) ≤ d for all θ.
Basically, we wish to maximize the function log g(θ|y) − log p(θ) over all θ. A
convenient way to perform this maximization is by using laplace function.
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We implement rejection sampling using the function rejectsampling in R. The
inputs are the function defining the log posterior, the parameters of the proposal
density, the maximum value of d, the number of candidate values simulated n and
the data for the log posterior function. In this function, we simulate a vector of
θ from the proposal density, compute the values of posterior on these simulated
draws, compute the acceptance probabilities, and return only the simulated values
of θ where the uniform draws are smaller than the acceptance probabilities.
3.4 IMPORTANCE SAMPLING
In the case where we are not able to generate a sample directly from g, suppose
instead that we can construct a probability density p that we can simulate and that
approximates the posterior density g.
The posterior mean of the function h(θ) will be given by the ratio of integrals,
E(h(θ)|y) =
∫
h(θ)g(θ)f(y|θ)dθ∫
g(θ)f(y|θ)dθ .
We rewrite the posterior mean as,
E(h(θ)|y) =
∫
h(θ)g(θ)f(y|θ)
p(θ)
p(θ)dθ∫
g(θ)f(y|θ)
p(θ)
p(θ)dθ
=
∫
h(θ)w(θ)p(θ)dθ∫
w(θ)p(θ)dθ
.
where w(θ) = g(θ)f(y|θ)/p(θ) is the weight function. If θ1, . . . , θm are a simulated
sample from the approximation density p, then the importance sampling estimate
of the posterior mean is,
h¯IS =
∑m
j=1 h(θ
j)w(θj)∑m
j=1 w(θ
j)
.
This is called an importance sampling estimate because we are sampling values
of θ that are important in computing the integrals in the numerator and denomina-
tor. The simulation standard error of an importance sampling estimate is estimated
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by,
seh¯IS =
√∑m
j=1(h(θ
j)− h¯is)w(θj))2∑m
j=1 w(θ
j)
.
As in rejection sampling, the main issue in designing a good importance sam-
pling estimate is finding a suitable sampling density p. This density should be of a
familiar functional form so simulated draws are available. The density should mimic
the posterior density g and have relatively flat tails so that the weight function w(θ)
is bounded from above. We can monitor the choice of p by inspecting the values
of the simulated weights w(θj). If there are no unusually large weights, then it is
likely that the weight function is bounded and the importance sampler is providing
a suitable estimate.
3.4.1 Using a Multivariate t as a Proposal Density
For a posterior density of a vector of real valued parameters, a convenient choice
of sampler p is a multivariate t density. The R function impsampling will implement
importance sampling for an arbitrary posterior density when p is t density. There are
five inputs to this functions: The function defining the logarithm of the posterior,
a list of parameters values of the t density, the function of interest, the size of the
simulated sample and a list of data used in the definition of log posterior distribution.
In the function impsampling, the functions rmt and dmt from the mnormt
library are used to simulate and compute values of the t density. The output of
impsampling is a list with four components: the importance sampling estimate,
the corresponding simulation standard error, a matrix of simulated draws from the
proposal density p and a vector of the corresponding weights.
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3.5 SAMPLING IMPORTANCE RESAMPLING
There is an alternative method of obtaining a simulated sample from the pos-
terior density g motivated by the importance sampling algorithm.
As before, we simulate m draws from the proposal density p denoted by
θ1, . . . , θm and compute the weights {w(θj) = g(θj|y)/(p(θj)}. Convert the weights
to probabilities by using the formula,
pj =
w(θj)∑m
j=1w(θ
j)
.
Suppose we take a new sample θ∗1, . . . , θ∗m from the discrete distribution over
θ1 . . . , θm with respective probabilities p1, . . . , pm. Then the {θ∗j} will be approx-
imately distributed according to the posterior distribution g. This method, called
sampling importance resampling, or SIR for short, is a weighted bootstrap proce-
dure where we sample with replacement from the sample {θj} with unequal sampling
probabilities.
The function sir implements this algorithm for a multivariate t proposal den-
sity. The inputs to the function are the function log posterior; the list of parameters
of the multivariate proposal density, the numbers of simulated draws, and the list of
data used in the log posterior function. The output is a matrix of simulated draws
from the posterior.
In the previous section, we introduced the use of simulation in Bayesian in-
ference. Rejection sampling is a general method for simulating from an arbitrary
posterior distribution, but it can be difficult to set up since it requires the construc-
tion of a suitable proposal density. Importance sampling and SIR algorithms are
general-purpose algorithms, but they also require proposal densities that may be
difficult to find for high-dimensional problems. Now we are going to illustrate the
use of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms in summarizing posterior
distributions. MCMC algorithms are very attractive in that they are easy to set up
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and program and require relatively little prior input from the user. R is convenient
language for programming these algorithms and is also very suitable for performing
output analysis, where one does several graphical and numerical computations to
check if the algorithm is indeed producing draws from the target posterior distribu-
tion.
Refer (Albert, (2008), page 110, exercise 1).
The following are the R code and output for this exercise.
> A=matrix(c(5,5),nrow=1,ncol=2,byrow=TRUE)
> myposterior=function(theta,data)
+ {
+ mu=0
+ sigma=0.25
+ y=data[,1]
+ n=data[,2]
+ logf=function(theta,data)
+ y*theta-n*log(1+exp(theta))-((theta-mu)^2)/(2*sigma^2)
+ val=logf(theta,data)
+ return(val)
+ }
> library(LearnBayes)
> fit=laplace(myposterior,c(0.5),A)
> fit
$mode
[1] 0.1449219
$var
[,1]
[1,] 0.057993
$int
[1] -3.789343
$converge
[1] TRUE
> 1-pnorm(0,fit$mode,sqrt(fit$var))
[1] 0.7263436
> #Probability= 0.7263436
> # Rejection Algarithm
> XRA=function(theta,datapar)
+ {
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+ data=datapar$data
+ tpar=datapar$par
+ d=myposterior(theta,data)-dnorm(theta,mean=c(tpar$m),
sd=tpar$SD,log=TRUE)
+ return(d)
+ }
> tpar=list(m=0,SD=0.25)
> datapar=list(data=A,par=tpar)
> start=c(2)
> fit1=laplace(XRA,start,datapar)
> fit1$mode
[1] 53
> dmax=XRA(fit1$mode,datapar)
> dmax
[1] -0.4673558
> theta=rnorm(10000,mean=c(tpar$m),sd=tpar$SD)
> logf=function(theta,y,n)
+ y*theta-n*log(1+exp(theta))-((theta-mu)^2)/(2*sigma^2)
> mu=0
> sigma=0.25
> lf=logf(theta,5,5)
> lg=dnorm(theta,mean=c(tpar$m),sd=tpar$SD,log=TRUE)
> prob=exp(lf-lg-dmax)
> THETA=as.matrix(theta[runif(10000)<prob])
> D=dim(THETA)
> D
[1] 347 1
> s1=0
> sum(THETA[,1]>0)/D[1]
[1] 0.7118156
> #Probability= 0.7118156
> # SIR Algarithm
> theta=rnorm(10000,mean=c(tpar$m),sd=tpar$SD)
> lf=logf(theta,5,5)
> lp=dnorm(theta,mean=c(tpar$m),sd=tpar$SD,log=TRUE)
> md=max(lf-lp)
> wt=exp(lf-lp-md)
> probs=wt/sum(wt)
> indices=sample(1:10000,size=10000,prob=probs,replace=TRUE)
> theta.s=theta[indices]
> s=0
> for(i in 1:10000)
+ if(theta.s[i]>0)
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+ s=s+1
> s/10000
[1] 0.7383
> #Probability=0.7383
Refer (Albert, (2008), page 111, exercise 2).
The following are the R code and output for this exercise.
> Y=function(eta,data)
+ {
+
+ logf=function(eta,data)
+ logf=125*log(2+(exp(eta)/(1+exp(eta))))-39*log(1+exp(eta))+
+ 35*log((exp(eta)/(1+exp(eta))))
+ val=logf(eta,data)
+ return(val)
+ }
> library(LearnBayes)
> fitlaplace=laplace(Y,c(0.5),data)
> fitlaplace
$mode
[1] 0.50625
$var
[,1]
[1,] 0.047318
$int
[1] 65.32634
$converge
[1] TRUE
> se=sqrt(fitlaplace$var)
> fitlaplace$mode-1.645*se
[,1]
[1,] 0.1484181
> fitlaplace$mode+1.645*se
[,1]
[1,] 0.864082
> # 95% CI for eta (0.1484181,0.864082)
> L_theta=exp(0.1484181)/(1+exp(0.1484181))
> L_theta
[1] 0.5370366
> U_theta=exp(0.864082)/(1+exp(0.864082))
> U_theta
[1] 0.7035128
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> # 95% CI for theta ( 0.5370366, 0.7035128)
> # Rejection Sampling Algorithm
> RS=function(eta,datapar)
+ {
+ data=datapar$data
+ tpar=datapar$par
+ d=Y(eta,data)-dmt(eta,mean=c(tpar$m),S=tpar$var,df=tpar$df,
+ log=TRUE)
+ return(d)
+ }
> tpar=list(m=fitlaplace$mode,var=2*fitlaplace$var,df=4)
> datapar=list(data,par=tpar)
> start=c(0.5)
> fit1=laplace(RS,start,datapar)
> fit1$mode
[1] 0.5070313
> dmax=RS(fit1$mode,datapar)
> dmax
[1] 65.7348
> eta=rmt(1000,mean=c(tpar$m),S=tpar$var,df=tpar$df)
> lf=125*log(2+(exp(eta)/(1+exp(eta))))-39*log(1+exp(eta))+
+ 35*log((exp(eta)/(1+exp(eta))))
> lg=dmt(eta,mean=c(tpar$m),S=tpar$var,df=tpar$df,log=TRUE)
> prob=exp(lf-lg-dmax)
> E=as.matrix(eta[runif(1000)<prob,])
> dim(E)
[1] 636 1
Refer (Albert, (2008), page 111, exercise 3).
The following are the R code and output for this exercise.
> A=matrix(c(15962989,237217,15,8),c(1,4))
> Expuniexch1=function (theta,data)
+ {
+ theta1=theta[1]
+ theta2=theta[2]
+ t=data[, 1]
+ t1=data[, 2]
+ n=data[, 3]
+ s=data[, 4]
+
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+ logf=-(theta1)*s-(t-n*t1+n*exp(theta2))/exp(theta1)+
+ (theta1+theta2)
+ return(logf)
+
+ }
> library(LearnBayes)
> fit1=laplace(Expuniexch1,c(1,2),A)
> fit1
$mode
[1] 14.55900 11.69182
$var
[,1] [,2]
[1,] 0.1695527 0.1695527
[2,] 0.1695527 1.3420364
$int
[1] -95.94178
$converge
[1] TRUE
> # SIR Algorithm
> tpar=list(m=fit1$mode,var=2*fit1$var,df=4)
> theta=rmt(1000,mean=c(tpar$m),S=tpar$var,df=tpar$df)
> theta1=theta[1]
> theta2=theta[2]
> t=A[, 1]
> t1=A[, 2]
> n=A[, 3]
> s=A[, 4]
> lf=-(theta1)*s-(t-n*t1+n*exp(theta2))/exp(theta1)+
+ (theta1+theta2)
> lp=dmt(theta,mean=c(tpar$m),S=tpar$var,df=tpar$df,log=TRUE)
> md=max(lf-lp)
> wt=exp(lf-lp-md)
> probs=wt/sum(wt)
> indices=sample(1:1000,size=1000,prob=probs,replace=TRUE)
> theta.s=theta[indices,]
> theta.s=sir(Expuniexch1,tpar,1000,A)
> beta=exp(theta.s[,1])
> mu=237217-exp(theta.s[,2])
> R_t0=exp(-(1000000-mu)/beta)
> mean(R_t0)
[1] 0.6513623
> sd(R_t0)
[1] 0.1043068
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3.6 DISCRETE MARKOV CHAIN
AMarkov chain describes probabilistic movements between a numbers of states.
Given that the person is at a current location, he/she moves to other locations
with specified probabilities. The probability that he/she moves to another loca-
tion depend only on he/she current location and not a previous location visited.
We describe movement between states in terms of transition probabilities and they
describe the likelihoods of moving between all possible states in a single stop in a
Markov Chain. We summarize the transition probabilities by means of a transition
matrix P.
There are several important properties of this particular Markov Chain. It is
possible to go from every state to every state in one or more steps, and a Markov
Chain with this property is said to be irreducible, Given that the person is in a
particular state, if the person can only return to this state at regular intervals, then
the Markov Chain is said to be periodic. Otherwise it is called aperiodic.
We can represent one’s current location as a probability row vector of the form,
p = (p1, p2, . . . , pk),
where pi represent the probability that the person is currently in state i. If p
j
represents the location of the traveler at step j, then the location of the traveler at
the j + 1 step is given by the matrix product,
pj+1 = pjp.
Suppose we can find a probability vector w such that wp = w. Then w is said
to be the stationary distribution. Moreover, the limiting distribution of this Markov
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Chain, as the number of steps approaches infinitly will be equal to this stationary
distribution.
We can empirically demonstrate the existence of the stationary distribution of
our Markov Chain by running a simulation experiment. We start our random walk
at a particular state, and the simulate many steps of the Markov Chain using the
transition matrix P. The relative frequencies of our traveler in the k locations after
many steps will eventually approach the stationary distribution w.
Refer (Albert, (2008), page 147, exercise 1).
The following are the R code and output for this exercise.
> P=matrix(c(.2,0.8,0,0,0,.2,.2,.6,0,0,0,.4,.2,.4,0,0,0,.6,.2,.2,0,
+ 0,0,.8,.2),nrow=5,ncol=5,byrow=TRUE)
> P
[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4] [,5]
[1,] 0.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
[2,] 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.0 0.0
[3,] 0.0 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.0
[4,] 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.2 0.2
[5,] 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.2
> s= array(0,c(1000,1))
> s[1]=1
> for(j in 2:1000) s[j]=sample(1:5,size=1,prob=P[s[j-1], ])
> m=c(50,200,500,800,1000)
> for(i in 1:5) print(table(s[1:m[i]])/m[i])
1 2 3 4 5
0.06 0.16 0.38 0.34 0.06
1 2 3 4 5
0.055 0.210 0.415 0.260 0.060
1 2 3 4 5
0.068 0.242 0.378 0.244 0.068
1 2 3 4 5
0.05625 0.23500 0.38625 0.25500 0.06750
1 2 3 4 5
0.056 0.240 0.383 0.253 0.068
> w=matrix(c(0.06,0.25,0.4,0.25,0.05),nrow=1,ncol=5)
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> w%*%P
[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4] [,5]
[1,] 0.062 0.258 0.38 0.25 0.06
3.7 METROPOLIS-HASTINGS ALGORITHMS
The MCMC sampling strategy sets up an irreducible, aperiodc Markov Chain
for which the stationary distribution equals the posterior distribution of interest.
A general way of constructing a Markov Chain is by using a Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm. In here, we focus on two particular variants of Metropolis-Hastings
algorithms, the independence chain and the random walk chain that are applicable
to a wide variety of Bayesian inference problems.
Suppose we wish to simulate from a posterior density g(θ|y). In the following,
to simplify notation, we write the density simply as g(θ) . A Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm begins with an initial value θ0 and specifies a rule for simulating the
ith value in the sequence θt given the (t − 1)st value in the sequence θt−1. This
rule consists of a proposal density, which simulates a candidate value θ∗, and the
computation of an acceptance probability P, which indicates the probability that
the candidate value will be accepted as the next value in the sequence. Specifically,
this algorithm can be described as follows.
- Simulate a candidate value θ∗ from a proposal density p(θ∗|θt−1).
- Compute the ratio R = g(θ
∗)p(θt−1/θ∗)
g(θt−1)p(θ∗/θt−1)
.
- Compute the acceptance probability p = min{R, 1}.
- Sample a value θt = θ∗ with probability P otherwise θt = θt−1.
Under some easily satisfied regularity conditions on the proposal density
p(θ∗|θt−1), the sequence of simulated draws θ1, θ2, . . . will converge to the random
variable that is described according to the posterior distribution g(θ).
Different Metropolis-Hastings algorithms are constructed depending on the
choice of proposal density. If the proposal density is independent of the current
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value in the sequence,
p(θ∗|θt−1) = p(θ∗),
then the resulting algorithm is called an independence chain. Other proposal den-
sities can be defined by letting the density have the form,
p(θ∗|θt−1) = h(θ∗ − θt−1),
where h is a symmetric density about the origin. In this types of random walk chain,
the ratio R has the simple form,
R =
g(θ∗)
g(θt−1)
.
The R function rwmetrop and indepmetrop in the LearnBayes package implement
respectively, the random walk and independent Metropolis-Hastings algorithms for
special choice of proposal densities. For the function rwmetrop, the proposal density
has the form,
θt = θt − 1 + scale Z,
where Z is multivariate normal with mean vector 0 and variance-covariance matrix
V and scale is a positive scale parameter.
For the function indepmetrop, the proposal density for θ∗ is multivariate normal
with mean µ and covariance matrix V .
To use a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, we first decide on the proposal density
and then obtains a simulated sample of draws {θt, t = 1, 2, . . . , m} by using the R
functions rwmetrop or indepmetrop. The output of each of these functions has two
components; par is a matrix of simulated draws where each row corresponds to a
value of θ, and accept gives the acceptance rate of the algorithm.
For an independence chain, we desire that the proposal density p approximate
the posterior density g, suggesting a high acceptance rate. But, as in rejection
sampling, it is important that the ratio g/p be bounded, especially in the tail portion
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of the posterior density. This means that one may choose a proposal p that is more
diffuse than the posterior, resulting in a lower acceptance rate. For random walk
chains with normal proposal densities, it has been suggested that acceptance rates
between 25% and 45% are good. The “best” choice of acceptance rate ranges from
45% for one and two parameters to 25% for problems with more parameters.
Refer (Albert, (2008), page 147, exercise 2).
The following are the R code and output for this exercise.
> data=matrix(c(5,5),c(1,2))
> X=function(theta,data)
+ {
+ mu=0
+ sigma=0.25
+ y=data[,1]
+ n=data[,2]
+ logf=function(theta,data)
+ y*theta-n*log(1+exp(theta))-((theta-mu)^2)/(2*sigma^2)
+ val=logf(theta,data)
+ return(val)
+
+ }
> library(LearnBayes)
> fit=laplace(X,c(0.5),data)
> fit
$mode
[1] 0.1449219
$var
[,1]
[1,] 0.057993
$int
[1] -3.789343
$converge
[1] TRUE
> 1-pnorm(0,fit$mode,sqrt(fit$var))
[1] 0.7263436
> # Metropolis-Hasting Agorithm
> proposal=list(var=fit$var,scale=2)
> fit2=rwmetrop(X,proposal,c(0.5),1000,data)
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> fit2$accept
[1] 0.487
> post.mean=apply(fit2$par,2,mean)
> post.mean
[1] 0.1429036
> post.sd=apply(fit2$par,2,sd)
> post.sd
[1] 0.2496272
> 1-pnorm(0,post.mean,post.sd)
[1] 0.7164975
Refer (Albert, (2008), page 148, exercise 3).
The following are the R code and output for this exercise.
> Y=function(eta,data)
+ {
+
+ logf=function(eta,data)
+ logf=125*log(2+(exp(eta)/(1+exp(eta))))-39*log(1+exp(eta))+
+ 35*log((exp(eta)/(1+exp(eta))))
+ val=logf(eta,data)
+ return(val)
+ }
> library(LearnBayes)
> fitlaplace=laplace(Y,c(0.5),data)
> fitlaplace
$mode
[1] 0.50625
$var
[,1]
[1,] 0.047318
$int
[1] 65.32634
$converge
[1] TRUE
> # Metropolis-Hastings Random Walk Algorithm
> proposal=list(var=fitlaplace$var,scale=2*sqrt(fitlaplace$var))
> fit_rw=rwmetrop(Y,proposal,c(0.5),1000,data)
> fit_rw$accept
[1] 0.389
> Data_random_walk_algorithm=as.vector(fit_rw$par)
> hist(Data_random_walk_algorithm,main="")
> fit_rw$par1=exp(fit_rw$par)/(1+exp(fit_rw$par))
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> quantile(fit_rw$par1, probs = c(0.025,0.975))
2.5% 97.5%
0.5418997 0.7154312
# Metropolis-Hastings Independence Algorithm
> proposal2=list(mu=fitlaplace$mode,var=fitlaplace$var)
> fitindep=indepmetrop(Y,proposal2,c(1),1000,data)
> fitindep$accept
[,1]
[1,] 0.997
> Data_independent_chain=as.vector(fitindep$par)
> hist(Data_independent_chain,main="")
> fitindep$par1=exp(fitindep$par)/(1+exp(fitindep$par))
> quantile(fitindep$par1, probs = c(0.025,0.975))
2.5% 97.5%
0.5146645 0.7144794
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1. (a) A histogram of simulated sample from the
Metropolis- Random Walk algorithm. (b) A histogram of sim-
ulated sample from the Metropolis- Independent algorithm.
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3.8 GIBBS SAMPLING
One of the attractive method for setting up an MCMC algorithm is Gibbs
sampling. Suppose that the parameter vector of interest is θ = (θ1, θ2, . . . , θp). The
joint posterior distribution of θ, which are denoted by [θ|data], may be of high
dimension and difficult to summarize. Suppose we define the set of conditional
distributions,
[θ1|θ2, . . . , θp, data],
[θ2|θ1, . . . , θp, data],
...
[θp|θ1, . . . , θp−1, data],
where [X|Y, Z] represents the distribution of X conditional on values of the ran-
dom variables Y and Z. The idea behind Gibbs sampling is that we can set up a
Markov chain simulation algorithm from the joint posterior distribution by success-
fully simulating individual parameters from the set of p conditional distributions.
Simulating one value of each individual parameter from these distributions in turn
is called one cycle of Gibbs sampling. Under general conditions, draws from this
simulation algorithm will converge to the target distribution (the joint posterior of
θ) of interest.
In situations where it is not convenient to sample directly from the conditional
distributions, one can use a Matropolis algorithm such as the random walk type
to simulate from each distribution. A “Metropolis within Gibbs” algorithm of this
type is programmed in the function gibbs in the LearnBayes package. Suppose that
θti represents the current value of θi in the simulation, and let g(θi) represent the
conditional distribution where we have suppressed the dependence of the distribution
on values of remaining components of θ. Then the candidate value for θi is given by
θ∗i = θ
t
i + ciZ,
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where Z is a standard normal variate and ci is a fixed scale parameter. The next
simulated value of θi, θ
t+1
i , will be equal to the candidate value with probability
P = min{1, g(θ∗i )|g(θti); otherwise the value θt+1i = θti. To use the function gibbs, we
input the function defining the log posterior, the starting values of the simulations,
the number of Gibbs cycles, and a vector of parameters containing c1, . . . , cp. The
output of gibbs is a list; the component par is a matrix of simulated draws and
accept is a vector of acceptance rates for the individual Metropolis steps.
3.8.1 Robust Modeling
Here we illustrate a sample Gibbs sampler by representing the t sampling model
as a scale mixture of normal densities. When there is a possibility of outliers, a good
strategy assumes the observations are distributed from a population with tails that
are heavier than the normal form. One example of a heavy-tailed distribution is the
t family with a small number of degrees of freedom.
With this motivation, we suppose y1, . . . , yn are a sample from a t distribution
with location µ, scale parameter σ, and known degrees of freedom ν. If we assign
the usual noninformative prior on (µ, σ),
g(µ, σ) ∝ 1/σ.
The posterior density is given by
g(µ, σ|y) ∝ 1
σ
n∏
i=1
1/σ
(
1 +
(yi − µ)2
σ2
)−(ν+1)/2
.
By using a simple trick, we can implement an automatic Gibbs sampler for this
problem. A t density with random location µ, scaler σ, and degrees of freedom ν
can be represented as the following mixture,
y|λ ∼ N(µ, σ/
√
λ), λ ∼ gamma (ν/2, ν/2).
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Suppose each observation yi is represented as a scale mixture of normal with the
introduction of the scale parameter λi. Then we can write our model as,
yi|λi ∼ N(µ, σ/
√
λi), i = 1, . . . , n,
λi ∼ gamma (ν/2, ν/2), i = 1, . . . , n, ,
(µ, σ) ∼ g(µ, σ) ∝ 1/σ.
In the following, it is convenient to express the posterior in terms of the variance
σ2 instead of the standard deviation σ. Using the scale mixture representation, the
joint density of all parameters (µ, σ2, {λi}) is given by,
1
σ2
n∏
i=1
(
λ
1/2
i
σ
exp
[−λi
2σ2
(yi − µ)2
]) n∏
i=1
(
λ
ν/2−1
i exp
[−νλi
2
])
.
On the surface, it appears that we have complicated the analysis through the
introduction of the scale parameters {λi}. But Gibbs sampling is easy now since all
the conditional distributions have the following simple functional forms.
1. Conditional on µ and σ2, λ1, . . . , λn are independent where,
λi ∼ gamma
(
ν + 1
2
,
(yi − µ)2
2σ2
+
ν
2
)
.
2. Conditional on σ2 and {λi} the mean µ has a normal distribution,
µ ∼ N
(∑n
i=1 λiyi∑n
i=1 λi
,
σ√∑n
i=1 λi
)
.
3. Conditional on µ and {λi}, the variance σ2 has an inverse gamma distribu-
tion:
σ2 ∼ inv-gamma
(
n
2
,
∑n
i=1 λi(yi − µ)2
2
)
.
Note that we are using the random gamma function rgamma using a vector
rate parameter; due to the conditional independence property, λ1, . . . , λn can be
simultaneously simulated by a single command. Also we have defined the function
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rigamma in the LearnBayes package to simulate from the inverse gamma density
y−α−1exp(−b/y) with arguments a and b.
The function robustt will implement this Gibbs sampling algorithm. The three
arguments to this function are the data vector y, the degrees of freedom ν, and
the number of cycles of the Gibbs sampler m. The output of this function is a list
with three components: mu is a vector of simulated draws of µ, s2 is a vector of
simulated draws of σ2, and lam is a matrix of simulated draws of {λi}, where each
row corresponds to a single draw.
3.8.2 Binary Response Regression with a Probit Link
3.8.2.1 Missing Data and Gibbs Sampling
Suppose we observe binary operations y1, . . . , yn, associated with the i
th re-
sponse, we observe the values of k covariates xi1, . . . , xik. In the probit regression
model, the probability that yi = 1, pi is written as,
pi = p(yi = 1) = Φ(xi1β1 + . . .+ xikβk),
where β = (β1, . . . , βk) is a vector of unknown regression coefficients and Φ( ) is the
cdf of a standard normal distribution. If we place a uniform prior prior on β, then
the posterior density is given by,
g(β|y) ∝
n∏
i=1
pyii (1− pi)1−yi .
Suppose that there exists continuous measurements Zi that are related to the
k covariates by the normal regression model,
Zi = xi1β1 + . . .+ xikβk + i,
where 1, . . . , nare a random sample from a standard normal distribution. It
is a straightforward calculation to show that
p(yi = 1) = p(Zi > 0) = Φ(xi1β1 + . . . + xikβk).
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So we can regard this problem as a missing data problem where we have a
normal regression model on latent data Z1, . . . , Zn and the observed responses are
missing or incomplete in that we only observe them if Zi > 0 (yi = 1) or Zi ≤ 0(yi =
0).
An automatic Gibbs sampling algorithm is constructed by adding the (un-
known) latent data Z = (Z1, . . . , Zn) to the parameter vector β and sampling from
the joint posterior of Z and β. Both conditional posterior distributions, [Z|β] and
[β|Z], have convenient functional forms. If we are given a value of the vector of
latent data Z, then it can be shown that the conditional posterior distribution of β
is
[β|Z, data] ∼ Nk
(
(X ′X)−1X ′Z, (X ′X)−1
)
,
whereX is the design matrix for the problem. If we are given a value of the regression
parameter β, then Z1, . . . , Zn are independent with,
[Zi|β, data] ∼ N(xi, β, 1)I(Zi > 0), if yi = 1,
[Zi|β, data] ∼ N(xi, β, 1)I(Zi < 0), if yi = 0,
and xi denotes the vector of covariates for the ith individual. So given the value
β, we simulate the latent data Z from truncated normal distributions, where the
truncated point is 0 and the side of the truncation depends on the values of the
binary response.
The function bayes.probit implements this Gibbs sampling algorithm for the
probit regression model. The key lines in the R codes of this function simulate from
the two conditional distributions. To simulate a variable Z from a normal (µ, 1)
distribution truncated on the interval (a, b), we use the recipe.
Z = Φ¯′(Φ(a− µ) + U(b− µ)− Φ(a− µ) + µ,
where Φ( ) and Φ−1( ) are respectively, the standard normal cdf and inverse cdf and
U is a uniform variate on the unit interval.
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3.8.3 Proper Priors and Model Selection
The previous section illustrated the use of an automatic Gibbs sampling algo-
rithm for fitting a probit regression model with a noninformative prior placed on the
regression vector β. With a small adjustment, this algorithm can also be used to
sampling from the posterior distribution using and informative prior. Suppose β is
assigned a multivariate normal prior with mean β0 and variance-covariance matrix
V0. With the introduction of the latent data vector Z, the Gibbs sampling algorithm
again iterates between sampling from the distribution of [Z|β] and [β|Z], where the
conditional distribution of β has the slightly revised form,
[β|Z, data] ∼ Nβ(β ′, V1),
where the mean vector and variance-covariance matrix are given by,
β ′ = (X ′X + V −10 )
−1(X ′Z + v−1β0), V1 = (X
′X + V −10 )
−1,
With the introduction of proper priors, we may be interested in comparing
Bayesian regression models by the use of Bayes factors. As described in before a
bayes factor calculation requires the evaluation of the marginal or predictive density
value,
m(y) =
∫
f(y|β)g(β)dβ,
w here f(y|β) and g(β) are respectively the sampling density and prior corresponding
to a particular Bayesian model.
By use of Gibbs sampling, we can estimate the value of the marginal density
from simulated sample from the posterior distribution. In this section 1.3.2, we
introduce the formula
m(y) =
f(y|β)g(β)
g(β|y) ,
where g(β|y) is the posterior density. Suppose we write this equation in the equiv-
alent form,
log m(y) = log f(y|β) + log g(β)− log g(β|Y ),
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In this probit modeling, both the sampling density and the prior density are
known, and so the main task is to compute the logarithm of the posterior density
log g(β|y) at a particular value of β, say β∗. Suppose we introduce the latent data Z
into this computation problem. Then we write the posterior density of β at β = β∗
as,
g(β∗|y) =
∫
g(β∗|Z, y)g(Z|y)dz,
where g(β∗|Z, y) is the posterior density of β (evaluated at β∗) conditional on Z,
and g(Z|y) is the marginal posterior density of Z. From our work above, we know
that [β|Z, y] is N(β ′, V1), and we can simulate from the marginal posterior density
of Z. So a simulation-based estimate at the posterior density ordinate is,
g(β∗|y) ' 1
m
m∑
j=1
g(β∗|Zj, y)g(z|y) = 1
m
m∑
j=1
φ(β∗, β ′, V1),
where {zj} is a simulated sample of m sets of latent data and φ(x, µ, V ) is the mul-
tivariate normal density with mean µ and variance-covariance matrix V evaluated
at x. An estimate at the logarithm of the marginal density is,
log m(y) ' log f(y|β∗) + log g(β∗)− 1
m
m∑
j=1
φ(β∗, β ′, V1),
Typically, we choose the fixed value β∗ to be a value that is likely under the posterior
distribution such as the posterior, the posterior mode, or the maximum likelihood
estimate.
The function bayes.probit will compute the log marginal density when a sub-
jective prior is used. We input the prior by means of the optional arguments prior,
a list with components beta, the prior mean vector, and the prior precision ma-
trix. When a subjective prior is used one components of the output of bayes.probit
is log.marg, an estimate at the logarithm of the marginal density. Refer (Albert,
(2008), page 261, exercise 1).
The following are the R code and output for this exercise.
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> library(LearnBayes)
> x=c(16,18,20,22,24,26,28)
> n=c(2,7,14,26,13,14,3)
> y=c(0,0,6,12,7,9,3)
> data=cbind(x,n,y)
> response=cbind(y,n-y)
> results=glm(response ~x,family=binomial)
> summary(results)
Call:
glm(formula = response ~ x, family = binomial)
Deviance Residuals:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
-0.6742 -1.6772 1.0882 0.3023 -0.3354 -0.6472 1.0646
Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) -7.03444 2.23042 -3.154 0.00161 **
x 0.30732 0.09839 3.123 0.00179 **
---
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1 1
(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)
Null deviance: 17.9955 on 6 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 6.2081 on 5 degrees of freedom
AIC: 23.133
Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 4
> mycontour(logisticpost,c(-17,2,0,0.7),data,xlab="beta0",
+ ylab="beta1")
> fit=laplace(logisticpost,c(1,1),data)
> fit
$mode
[1] -7.0331106 0.3072137
$var
[,1] [,2]
[1,] 4.9744023 -0.218130776
[2,] -0.2181308 0.009680333
$int
[1] -50.60119
$converge
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[1] TRUE
> fitgibbs=gibbs(logisticpost,c(-7,0.3),1000,c(0.0675,0.0575),data)
> fitgibbs$accept
[,1] [,2]
[1,] 0.286 0.263
> library(lattice)
> library(coda)
> dimnames(fitgibbs$par)[[2]]=c("beta0","beta1")
> xyplot(mcmc(fitgibbs$par),col="black")
> par(mfrow=c(2,1))
> autocorr.plot(mcmc(fitgibbs$par),auto.layout=FALSE)
Refer (Albert, (2008), page 262, exercise 2).
The following are the R code and output for this exercise.
> library(LearnBayes)
> data(darwin)
> attach(darwin)
> fit=robustt(difference,1,10000)
> postmean.mu=mean(fit$mu)
> postmean.mu
[1] 25.44961
> postsd.mu=sd(fit$mu)
> postsd.mu
[1] 7.021704
> logsigma=log(sqrt(fit$s2))
> postmean.lsigma=mean(logsigma)
> postmean.lsigma
[1] 2.838345
> postsd.lsigma=sd(logsigma)
> postsd.lsigma
[1] 0.3783194
> quantile(fit$mu,c(0.025,0.5,0.975))
2.5% 50% 97.5%
12.04165 25.20302 40.61268
> quantile(logsigma,c(0.025,0.5,0.975))
2.5% 50% 97.5%
2.096640 2.841804 3.562950
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Answers compare with the values given in (Albert, (2008),page 140, table 6.2) using
other computational methods, all are approximately equal.
Refer (Albert, (2008), page 262, exercise 3).
The following are the R code and output for this exercise.
> library(LearnBayes)
> data(calculus.grades)
> attach(calculus.grades)
> y=calculus.grades$grade
> X=cbind(1,calculus.grades$prev.grade,calculus.grades$act)
> beta0=c(0,0,0); c0=100
> P0=t(X)%*%X/c0
> A1=bayes.probit(y,X,1000,list(beta=beta0,P=P0))$log.marg
> A1
[1] -61.61524
> A2=bayes.probit(y,X[,-2],1000,list(beta=beta0[-2],P=P0[-2,-2]))$
+ log.marg
> A2
[1] -69.49133
> A3=bayes.probit(y,X[,-3],1000,list(beta=beta0[-3],P=P0[-3,-3]))$
+ log.marg
> A3
[1] -61.19364
> A4=bayes.probit(y,X[,-c(2,3)],1000,list(beta=beta0[-c(2,3)],
+ P=P0[-c(2,3),-c(2,3)]))$log.marg
> A4
[1] -70.89902
> BF_12=exp(A1)/exp(A2); BF_12
[1] 2633.536
> BF_13=exp(A1)/exp(A3); BF_13
[1] 0.6559928
> BF_14=exp(A1)/exp(A4); BF_14
[1] 10762.01
> BF_21=exp(A2)/exp(A1); BF_21
[1] 0.0003797176
> BF_23=exp(A2)/exp(A3); BF_23
[1] 0.000249092
> BF_24=exp(A2)/exp(A4); BF_24
[1] 4.086524
> BF_31=exp(A3)/exp(A1); BF_31
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[1] 1.524407
> BF_32=exp(A3)/exp(A2); BF_32
[1] 4014.581
> BF_34=exp(A3)/exp(A4); BF_34
[1] 16405.68
> BF_41=exp(A4)/exp(A1); BF_41
[1] 9.291945e-05
> BF_42=exp(A4)/exp(A2); BF_42
[1] 0.2447067
> BF_43=exp(A4)/exp(A3); BF_43
[1] 6.095449e-05
By comparing all pairs of models, it is clear that ACT is more important variable
than PREV.GRADE in explaining the variation in the GRADES.
> X1=cbind(1,calculus.grades$act)
> m=10000
> fit=bayes.probit(calculus.grades$grade,X1,m)
> apply(fit$beta,2, mean)
[1] -2.5135217 0.1165297
> apply(fit$beta,2, sd)
[1] 0.92780897 0.04493516
> X2=cbind(1,calculus.grades$act)
> p.act=bprobit.probs(X2,fit$beta)
> plot(calculus.grades$act,apply(p.act,2,quantile,0.5),type=1,
+ ylim=c(0,1),xlab="ACT score",ylab="Probability of receive
+ A or B")
> lines(calculus.grades$act,apply(p.act,2,quantile,0.05),lty=2)
> lines(calculus.grades$act,apply(p.act,2,quantile,0.95),lty=2)
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Figure 3.2. Contour plot of the posterior distribution of (β0, β1).
Figure 3.3. Trace plot of simulated draws of β0 and β1 for an MCMC chain
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Figure 3.4. Autocorrelation plot of simulated draws of β0 and
β1 for an MCMC chain
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3.9 HIERARCHICAL MODELING
In this section we illustrate the use of R to summarize an exchangeable hier-
archical model. In many statistical problems, we are interested in learning about
many parameters that are connected in some way. It is natural to construct a prior
distribution in hierarchical fashion. In this type of model, the observations are given
distributions conditional on parameters, and the parameters in turn have distribu-
tions conditional on additional parameters called hyperparameters. Specifically, we
begin by specifying a data distribution,
y ∼ f(y|θ),
and the prior vector θ will be assigned a prior distribution with unknown hyperpa-
rameter λ,
θ ∼ g1(θ|λ).
The hyperparameter vector λ in turn will be assigned a distribution,
λ ∼ g2(λ).
One general way of constructing a hierarchical prior is based on the prior belief
of exchangeability. A set of parameters θ = (θ1, θ2, . . . , θk) is exchangeable if the
distribution of θ is unchanged if the parameter components are permuted. This
implies that one’s prior belief about θj, say, will be the same as one’s belief about
θh. We can construct and an exchangeable prior by assuming that the components
of θ are a random sample from a distribution g1,
θ1, θ2, . . . , θk random sample from g1(θ|λ),
and the unknown hyperparameter vector λ is assigned a known prior at the sec-
ond stage. The particular form of hierarchical prior will be used for the following
exercises.
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Refer (Albert, (2008), page 176, exercise 1).
The following are the R code and output for this exercise.
> library(LearnBayes)
> data(hearttransplants)
> attach(hearttransplants)
> poissgamexch=function(theta,datapar)
+ {
+ y=datapar$data[ ,2]
+ e=datapar$data[ ,1]
+ alpha=exp(theta[1])
+ beta=exp(theta[2])
+ logf=function(y,e,alpha,beta)
+ lgamma(alpha+y)-(y+alpha)*log(e+beta)+alpha*log(beta)-lgamma(alpha)
+ val=sum(logf(y,e,alpha,beta))
+ val=val-2*log(alpha+1)-2*log(beta+1)
+ return(val)
+ }
> datapar=list(data=hearttransplants)
> start=c(2,-7)
> fit=laplace(poissgamexch,start,datapar)
> fit
$mode
[1] 1.389563 8.322854
$var
[,1] [,2]
[1,] 0.1310826 0.1340851
[2,] 0.1340851 0.1442129
$int
[1] -2227.596
$converge
[1] TRUE
> start=c(4,-7)
> fitgibbs=gibbs(poissgamexch,start,1000,c(0.2,0.2),datapar)
> fitgibbs$accept
[,1] [,2]
[1,] 0.354 0.337
> alpha=exp(fitgibbs$par[ ,1])
> beta=exp(fitgibbs$par[ ,2])
> plot(log(e),y/e,pch=as.character(y))
> for(i in 1:94) {
+ lami=rgamma(1000, y[i]+alpha,e[i]+beta)
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+ probint=quantile(lami,c(0.05,0.95))
+ print(probint) # 90% CI estimates for ture rates
+ lines(log(e[i])*c(1,1), probint)
+ }
The posterior analysis is sensitive with respect to the choice of exchangeable model.
Figure 3.5. Plot of observed death rates against log exposure
together with intervals representing 90% posterior probability
bands for the true rates {λi}
Refer (Albert, (2008), page 176, exercise 2).
The following are the R code and output for this exercise.
> library(LearnBayes)
> y=c(28,8,-3,7,-1,1,18,12)
> sigma1=c(15,10,16,11,9,11,10,18)
> data=cbind(y,sigma1)
> data=as.matrix(data)
> mean(y)
[1] 8.75
> median(sigma1)
[1] 11
> start=c(8.75,11)
> normnormexch1=function(theta,data)
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+ {
+ y=data[,1]
+ sigma1=data[,2]
+ mu=theta[1]
+ tau=exp(theta[2])
+ SD=sqrt(sigma1^2+tau^2)
+ logf=function(y,sigma1,mu,tau,SD)
+ dnorm(y,mean=mu,sd=SD,log=TRUE)
+ val=sum(logf(y,sigma1,mu,tau,SD))+log(tau)
+ return(val)
+ }
> fit2=gibbs(normnormexch1,start,1000,c(4,4),data)
> fit2$accept
[,1] [,2]
[1,] 0.242 0.238
> mu=fit2$par[,1]
> tau=exp(fit2$par[,2])
> for (i in 1:8){
+ m1=((y[i]/sigma1[i]^2)+(mu/tau^2))/((1/sigma1[i]^2)+(1/tau^2))
+ sd1=sqrt(1/(sigma1[i]^2+tau^2))
+ theta=rnorm(1000,mean=m1,sd=sd1)
+ print(mean(theta))
+ print(sd(theta))
+ }
# Mean of theta
[1] 12.51319
[1] 5.920733
[1] 9.19844
[1] 4.356106
[1] 7.78418
[1] 5.368383
[1] 9.01395
[1] 4.497539
# Standard Deviation of theta
[1] 6.633812
[1] 4.920779
[1] 7.65501
[1] 4.837539
[1] 11.70816
[1] 4.850793
[1] 9.912584
[1] 4.997937
Refer (Albert, (2008), page 176, exercise 3).
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The following are the R code and output for this exercise.
> tau=exp(fit2$par[,2])
> shrink=function(i) mean((1/tau^2)/((1/tau^2)+(1/sigma1[i]^2)))
> shrinkage=sapply(1:8,shrink)
> shrinkage
[1] 0.8424301 0.7493664 0.8547272 0.7735399 0.7212482 0.7735399 0.7493664
[8] 0.8753121
> plot(sigma1,shrinkage)
> sim.theta=function(i) rnorm(1000,mean=m1,sd=sd1)
> T=sapply(1:8,sim.theta)
> B=as.matrix(mat.or.vec(1000, 1))
> for(i in 2:8){ m <- as.matrix(T[,1]>T[,i])
+ B=B+m
+ Tol=0
+ for(i in 1:1000){ Tol=Tol+B[i,]
+ }
+ p=Tol/1000
+ print(p)
+ B=0
+ Tol=0
+ }
[1] 0.49
[1] 0.508
[1] 0.523
[1] 0.502
[1] 0.488
[1] 0.511
[1] 0.514
3.10 MODEL COMPARISON
In this section, we illustrate the use of R to compare models from a Bayesian
perspective. We introduce the notion of a Bayes factor in the setting where one is
comparing two hypotheses about a parameter. In the setting where one is testing
hypotheses about a population mean, we illustrate the computation of Bayes factors
in the both the one sided and two sided settings. We then generalized to the setting
where one is comparing two Bayesian models, each consisting of a choice of a prior
and sampling density. In this case, the Bayes factor is the ratio of the marginal
densities for the two models. We illustrate Bayes factor computations in three
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examples.
Refer (Albert, (2008), page 201, exercise 1).
The following are the R code and output for this exercise.
> library(LearnBayes)
> pbinom(135, 301, 0.5, lower.tail = TRUE, log.p = FALSE)
[1] 0.04180391
> pbinom(135, 301, 0.5)
[1] 0.04180391
> probH=punif(0.5, min=0, max=1, lower.tail = TRUE, log.p = FALSE)
> probH
[1] 0.5
> probA=1-probH
> probA
[1] 0.5
> prior.odds=probH/probA
> prior.odds
[1] 1
> post.odds=pbeta(0.5, 136, 167, ncp = 0, lower.tail = TRUE,
+ log.p = FALSE)/(1-pbeta(0.5, 136, 167, ncp = 0,lower.tail = TRUE,
+ log.p = FALSE))
> post.odds
[1] 25.92757
> BF=post.odds/prior.odds
> BF
[1] 25.92757
Refer (Albert, (2008), page 201, exercise 2).
The following are the R code and output for this exercise.
> library(LearnBayes)
> y_bar=41.40
> n=50
> sigma=25
> z=sqrt(n)*(y_bar-47.70)/sigma
> z=abs(z)
> z
[1] 1.781909
> p_value=2*(1-pnorm(z))
> p_value
[1] 0.07476406
> data=c(y_bar,n,sigma)
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> t=c(1,4,6,8,10)
> mnormt.twosided(47.70,0.5,t,data)
$bf
[1] 0.9239295 0.6192808 0.6062231 0.6554671 0.7315515
$post
[1] 0.4802304 0.3824419 0.3774215 0.3959409 0.4224832
Refer (Albert, (2008), page 202, exercise 3).
The following are the R code and output for this exercise.
> library(LearnBayes)
> A=matrix(c(66,48),nrow=1,ncol=2,byrow=TRUE)
> logpoissM1=function(theta,datapar)
+ {
+ y1=datapar$data[,1]
+ y2=datapar$data[,2]
+ npar=datapar$par
+ R_J=exp(theta[1])
+ R_A=exp(theta[2])
+
+ P=dgamma(R_J,shape=y1+1,rate=1,log=TRUE)+dgamma(R_A,shape=y2+1,
+ rate=1,log=TRUE)+dgamma(R_J,shape=npar[1],rate=npar[2],log=TRUE)+
+ dgamma(R_A,shape=npar[3],rate=npar[4],log=TRUE)+theta[1]+theta[2]
+ return(P)
+ }
> datapar=list(data=A,par=c(240,4,200,4))
> fit1=laplace(logpoissM1,c(2,2),datapar)
> fit1
$mode
[1] 4.113974 3.903906
$var
[,1] [,2]
[1,] 3.268540e-03 -5.853409e-15
[2,] -5.853409e-15 4.032598e-03
$int
[1] -6.364364
$converge
[1] TRUE
> A=114
> logpoissM2=function(theta,datapar)
+ {
+ y1=datapar$data[1]
+ npar=datapar$par
+ R_J=exp(theta)
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+ P=dgamma(R_J,shape=y1+1,rate=2,log=TRUE)+dgamma(R_J,shape=npar[1],
+ scale=npar[2],log=TRUE)-theta
+ return(P)
+ }
> datapar=list(data=A,par=c(220,4))
> fit2=laplace(logpoissM2,c(0.5),datapar)
> fit2
$mode
[1] 4.994531
$var
[,1]
[1,] 0.003011064
$int
[1] -295.2156
$converge
[1] TRUE
> BF_12=exp(fit1$int)/exp(fit2$int)
> BF_12
[1] 2.795808e+125
3.11 REGRESSION MODELS
In this section, we illustrate R to fit some common regression models from a
Bayesian perspective. We first outline the Bayesian normal regression model and
describe an algorithm to simulate from the joint distribution of regression parameters
and error variance and the predictive distribution of future observations. We can
judge the adequacy of the fitted model using the posterior predictive distribution
and the inspection of the posterior distributions of Bayesian residuals.
Zellner (1986) proposed a simple way of inputting prior information in a re-
gression model. We illustrate the use of Zellner’s class g priors to select among a
set of best regression models.
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3.11.1 Normal Linear Regression
The model
In the usual multiple regression problem, we are interested in describing the
variation in a response variable y in terms of k predictor variables x1, . . . , xk. We
describe the mean value of yi, the response for the i
th individual as,
E(yi|β, X) = β1xi1 + . . .+ βkxik , i = 1, . . . , n,
where xi1, . . . , xik are the predictor values for the i
th individual and β1, . . . , βk are
unknown regression parameters. If we let xi = (xi1, . . . , xik) denote the row vector
of predictors for the ith individual and β = (β1, . . . , βk) the column vector of the
regression coefficient, we can reexpress the mean value as,
E(yi|β, X) = xiβ.
The {yi} are assumed to be conditionally independent given values of the pa-
rameters and the predictor variables. In the ordinary linear setting, we assume equal
variances, where var(yi|θ, X) = σ2, and we let θ = (β1, . . . , βk, σ2) denote the vec-
tor of unknown parameters. Finally we assume that the errors i = yi −E(yi|β, x)
are independent and normally distributed with mean 0 and variance σ2. In matrix
notation, this model can be written for all observations as,
yi|β, , σ2, X ∼ N(xβ, σ2I),
where y is the vector of observations: X is the design matrix with rows (x1, . . . , xn),
I is the identity matrix; and Nk(µ,A) indicates a multivariate normal distribution
of dimension k with mean vector µ and variance- covariance matrix A.
To compute the Bayesian formulation of the model, we assume (β, σ2) have the
typical non informative prior,
g(β, σ2) ∝ 1
σ2
.
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The Posterior Distribution
The posterior analysis for the normal regression model has a form similar to
posterior analysis of mean and variance for a normal sampling model. We represent
the joint density of (β, σ2) as the product,
g(β, σ2|y) = g(β|y, σ2)g(σ2|y).
The posterior distribution of the regression vector β conditional on the error
variance σ2, g(β|y, σ2), is multivariate normal with mean βˆ and variance covariance
matrix Vβσ
2, where
βˆ = (X ′X)−1X ′y, and Vβ = (X
′X)−1.
If we define the inverse gamma(a, b) density proportional to y−α−1exp{−b/y},
then marginal posterior distribution of σ2, is inverse gamma((n− k)/2, S/2), where
S = (y −Xβˆ)′(y −Xβˆ).
Prediction of Future Observations
Suppose we are interested in predicting a future observation y¯ corresponding
to a covariate factor x∗. From the regression sampling model, we have that y¯,
conditional on β and σ2, is N(x∗β, σ). The posterior predictive density of y¯, p(y¯|y),
can be represented by a mixture of these sampling densities p(y¯|β, σ2), where they
are averaged over the posterior distribution of the parameter, β and σ2,
p(y¯|y) =
∫
p(y¯|β, σ2)g(β, σ2)dβdσ2.
Computation
The expressions for the posterior and predictive distributions lead to efficient
simulation algorithms. To simulate from the joint posterior of the regression coeffi-
cient vector β and the error vector σ2, we
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- simulate a value the error variance σ2 from it’s marginal posterior density
g(σ2|y),
- simulates a value of β from the conditional posterior density g(β|σ2, y).
Since the two component distributions (inverse gamma and multivariate nor-
mal) are convenient functional forms, it is relatively easy to construct an algorithm
in R such as the one programmed in the function blinreg to perform this simulation.
Once the joint posterior distribution has been simulated, it is straightforward
to obtain a sample from the marginal posterior distribution of any function h(β, σ)
of interest. For example, if x∗ denotes a row vector of particular values of covariates,
suppose we are interested in the mean response at x∗,
E(y|x∗) = x∗β.
If β∗ is a simulated draw from the marginal posterior β, then x∗β∗ will be a
simulated draw from the marginal posterior x∗β. The R function blinregexpected
facilitates the simulation of linear combinations of the data coefficients. Likewise,
the representation of the posterior predictive distribution of future response values
suggests a sample algorithm for simulation. Suppose y¯ is a future response value
corresponding to the row vector of covariates x∗. One simulates a single value of y¯
by,
- simutating g(β, σ2) from the joint posterior given the data y
- simulating y¯ from its sampling density given the simulaed values β and σ2,
y¯ ∼ N(x∗β, σ).
The R function binregpreg can be used to simulate set of draws of future observa-
tions corresponding to a list of covariate values of interest.
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Model Checking
Suppose we simulate many samples y¯1, y¯2, . . . , y¯n from the posterior predictive
distribution conditional on the same covariate vectors x1, . . . , xn used to simulate
the data. To judge if a particular response value yi is consistent with the fixed
model, we look at the position of yi relative to the histogram of simulated values y¯i
from the corresponding predictive distribution. If yi is in the tail of the distribution,
that indicates that this observation is a potential outlier.
A second approach is based on the use of “Bayesian residuals”. In a traditional
regression analysis, we judge the adequacy of the fitted model by inspecting the
standardized residuals,
ri =
yi − xiβˆ
σˆ
√
1− hij
,
where βˆ and σˆ are the usual estimates of the regression vector and error standard
deviation and hij is the i
th diagonal elements of the “hat” matrix. From a Bayesian
perspective, we can consider the distribution of the parametric residuals,
{i = yi − xiβ}.
Before any data are observed, the parametric residuals are a random sample
from N(0, σ) distribution. Suppose we say that the ith observation is an outlier
if |I | > kσ, where k is a predetermined constant such as 2 and 3. The prior
probability that a particular observation is an outlier is 2φ(−k), where φ(z) is the
standard normal cdf.
After data y are observed, we can compute the posterior probability that each
observation is an outlier. Define the functions Z1 and Z2 as,
Z1 = (k − ˆiσ)/
√
hii, Z2 = (−k − ˆiσ)/
√
hii,
where,
ˆi = yi − xiβˆ.
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Then the posterior probability that the ith observation is an outlier is
pi = p(|i| > kσ|y)
=
∫
(1− φ(z1) + φ(z2))g(σ2|y)dσ2.
In practice, the p′is can be computed and compared with the prior probability
2φ(−k). The R function bayesresiduals can be used to compute the posterior
outlying probabilities for a linear regression model.
3.11.2 Model Selection Using Zellner’s Prior
In the previous section, we have considered the use of a non informative prior for
(β, σ2). Arnold Zellner introduced a simple way of inputting subjective information
in a regression model. The particular choice of distribution is called a g prior. In
this section, we illustrate the use of g prior and show that this prior distribution
provides a convenient way of choosing among a set of regression models.
For a g prior, we assume that the regression vector β, conditional on σ, has a
multivariate normal prior distribution with mean β0 and variance-covariance matrix
cσ2(X ′X)−1, and then we assign σ2 the standard non informative prior proportional
to 1/σ2. To use this prior, the user needs to specify only two quantities, a guess β0
at the regression vector, and a constant c that reflects the amount of information
in the data relative to the prior. If we believe strongly in the prior guess, we would
choose a small value for c. In contrast, choosing a large value of c would have an
effect similar to choosing the standard noninformative prior for (β, σ2).
One nice feature of the g prior analysis is that the posterior distribution has a
relatively simple functional form. One can represent the joint posterior density of
(β, σ2) as
g(β, σ2|y) = g(β|y, σ2)g(σ2|y).
The posterior distribution of the regression vector β conditional on σ2,
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g(β|y, σ2), is multivariate normal with mean β1 and variance-covariance matrix V1,
where,
β1 =
c
c+ 1
(
β0
c
+ βˆ
)
, V1 =
σ2c
c+ 1
(X ′X)−1.
The marginal posterior distribution of σ2 is inverse gamma(a1, b1), where,
a1 = n/2, b1 =
S
2
+
1
2(c + 1)
(β0 − βˆ)′(X ′X)(β0 − βˆ).
A simulated sample from the joint posterior distribution can be obtained using
the same algorithm described in section “Computation.” First, we simulate a value
of the variance from the inverse gamma distribution, and then we simulate β from
the conditional multivariate normal density. The R function blinreg, with the prior
option, will simulate draws from the regression model with Zellner’s g prior.
Zellner’s class of g priors can be used to select a best model in a regression
problem. Suppose that there are k potential predictors of the response variable y.
There are a total of 2k possible regression models, corresponding to the inclusion or
exclusion of each predictor in the model.
Refer (Albert, (2008), page 228, exercise 1).
The following are the R code and output for this exercise.
> library(LearnBayes)
> data(birthweight)
> attach(birthweight)
> fit=lm(weight~age+gender,data=birthweight,x=TRUE,y=TRUE)
> summary(fit)
Call:
lm(formula = weight ~ age + gender, data = birthweight, x = TRUE,
y = TRUE)
Residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-258.65 -155.48 -36.17 164.00 463.62
Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
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(Intercept) -924.94 896.09 -1.032 0.31373
age 103.02 23.32 4.417 0.00024 ***
gender -121.25 84.97 -1.427 0.16827
---
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1 1
Residual standard error: 208.1 on 21 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.5032, Adjusted R-squared: 0.4558
F-statistic: 10.63 on 2 and 21 DF, p-value: 0.000646
> # Simulated sample of 5000 draws from the joint posterior
> theta.sample=blinreg(fit$y,fit$x,5000)
> mean(theta.sample$beta[,2])
[1] 103.1180
> mean(theta.sample$beta[,3])
[1] -119.4043
> sd(theta.sample$beta[,2])
[1] 24.44469
> sd(theta.sample$beta[,3])
[1] 90.30826
> cov1=c(1,36,0)
> cov2=c(1,40,0)
> cov3=c(1,36,1)
> cov4=c(1,40,1)
> X1=rbind(cov1,cov2,cov3,cov4)
> mean.draws=blinregexpected(X1,theta.sample)
> # 90% interval estimates for each groups
> quantile(mean.draws[,1],c(0.05,0.95))
5% 95%
2643.170 2921.214
> quantile(mean.draws[,2],c(0.05,0.95))
5% 95%
3074.698 3316.147
> quantile(mean.draws[,3],c(0.05,0.95))
5% 95%
2521.009 2805.329
> quantile(mean.draws[,4],c(0.05,0.95))
5% 95%
2954.668 3199.482
> # 90% predicton intervals for each groups
> pred.draws=blinregpred(X1,theta.sample)
> quantile(pred.draws[,1],c(0.05,0.95))
5% 95%
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2390.748 3158.905
> quantile(pred.draws[,2],c(0.05,0.95))
5% 95%
2808.771 3582.089
> quantile(pred.draws[,3],c(0.05,0.95))
5% 95%
2275.236 3048.035
> quantile(pred.draws[,4],c(0.05,0.95))
5% 95%
2696.887 3449.023
Refer (Albert, (2008), page 229, exercise 2).
The following are the R code and output for this exercise.
> library(LearnBayes)
> data(achievement)
> attach(achievement)
> X=cbind(achievement$Gen,achievement$Age,achievement$IQ);
+ y=achievement$read1; c=100
> bayes.model.selection(y,X,c,constant=FALSE)
$mod.prob
Gen Age IQ log.m Prob
1 FALSE FALSE FALSE -382.63 0.00002
2 TRUE FALSE FALSE -384.47 0.00000
3 FALSE TRUE FALSE -383.71 0.00001
4 TRUE TRUE FALSE -385.51 0.00000
5 FALSE FALSE TRUE -372.11 0.75819
6 TRUE FALSE TRUE -374.05 0.10883
7 FALSE TRUE TRUE -373.98 0.11682
8 TRUE TRUE TRUE -375.96 0.01613
$converge
[1] TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
> c=25
> bayes.model.selection(y,X,c,constant=FALSE)
$mod.prob
Gen Age IQ log.m Prob
1 FALSE FALSE FALSE -394.43 0.00021
2 TRUE FALSE FALSE -395.70 0.00006
3 FALSE TRUE FALSE -395.12 0.00011
4 TRUE TRUE FALSE -396.41 0.00003
5 FALSE FALSE TRUE -386.42 0.62855
6 TRUE FALSE TRUE -387.79 0.16018
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7 FALSE TRUE TRUE -387.74 0.16872
8 TRUE TRUE TRUE -389.13 0.04215
$converge
[1] TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
> c=50
> bayes.model.selection(y,X,c,constant=FALSE)
$mod.prob
Gen Age IQ log.m Prob
1 FALSE FALSE FALSE -386.86 0.00005
2 TRUE FALSE FALSE -388.40 0.00001
3 FALSE TRUE FALSE -387.71 0.00002
4 TRUE TRUE FALSE -389.22 0.00000
5 FALSE FALSE TRUE -377.27 0.69504
6 TRUE FALSE TRUE -378.91 0.13474
7 FALSE TRUE TRUE -378.85 0.14336
8 TRUE TRUE TRUE -380.53 0.02678
$converge
[1] TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
> c=150
> bayes.model.selection(y,X,c,constant=FALSE)
$mod.prob
Gen Age IQ log.m Prob
1 FALSE FALSE FALSE -381.20 0.00002
2 TRUE FALSE FALSE -383.23 0.00000
3 FALSE TRUE FALSE -382.44 0.00000
4 TRUE TRUE FALSE -384.42 0.00000
5 FALSE FALSE TRUE -370.38 0.79203
6 TRUE FALSE TRUE -372.51 0.09457
7 FALSE TRUE TRUE -372.43 0.10170
8 TRUE TRUE TRUE -374.60 0.01167
$converge
[1] TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
> c=200
> bayes.model.selection(y,X,c,constant=FALSE)
$mod.prob
Gen Age IQ log.m Prob
1 FALSE FALSE FALSE -380.50 0.00001
2 TRUE FALSE FALSE -382.66 0.00000
3 FALSE TRUE FALSE -381.86 0.00000
4 TRUE TRUE FALSE -383.98 0.00000
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5 FALSE FALSE TRUE -369.57 0.81414
6 TRUE FALSE TRUE -371.83 0.08504
7 FALSE TRUE TRUE -371.75 0.09162
8 TRUE TRUE TRUE -374.05 0.00918
$converge
[1] TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
> fit=lm(read1~Gen+Age+IQ,data=achievement,x=TRUE,y=TRUE)
> summary(fit)
Call:
lm(formula = read1 ~ Gen + Age + IQ, data = achievement, x = TRUE,
y = TRUE)
Residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-12.993 -3.961 -0.504 5.098 16.791
Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) -7.81120 9.52836 -0.820 0.414
Gen 1.11740 1.27330 0.878 0.382
Age 0.05389 0.05600 0.962 0.338
IQ 0.22261 0.04114 5.411 3.97e-07 ***
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1 1
Residual standard error: 6.586 on 105 degrees of freedom
From this output, we see that the most probable outputs are {GENDER, IQ},
{AGE, IQ} and {IQ}. The log marginal density and posterior probability of the
most likely model IQ are -372.11 0.75819 respectively. The best regression model is
Read1 = β0 + β1IQ
3.12 COMMENTS
Bayesian methods and classical methods both have advantages and disadvan-
tages, and there are some similarities. When the sample size is large, Bayesian
inference often provides results for parametric models that are very similar to the
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result produced by frequeatist method.
Bayesian analysis provides a natural and principled way of combining prior
information with data, with a solid decision theoretical framework. We can incor-
porate past information about a parameter and form a prior distribution for future
analysis. When new observations become available, the previous posterior distribu-
tion can be use as a prior. All inferences logically follows from Bayesian’s theorem.
It provides inferences that are conditional on the data and are exact, without re-
liance on asymptotic approximation. Small sample inference proceeds in the same
manner as if one had a large sample. Bayesian analysis also can estimate any func-
tion of the parameters directly and it obeys the likelihood principle. If two distinct
sampling designs yield proportional likelihood functions for θ, then all inferences
about θ should be identical from these two designs. Classical inference does not in
general obey the likelihood principle. And also it provides interpretable answers,
such as “the true parameter θ, has a probability of 0.95 of falling in a 95% credible
interval.” Furthermore, it provides a convenient setting for a wide range of mod-
els, such as hierarchical models and missing data problems. MCMC, along with
other numerical methods, makes computations tractable for virtually all parametric
models.
There are also disadvantages to Bayesian analysis. It does not tell you how to
select a prior. There is no correct way to choose a prior. Bayesian inferences require
skills to translate subjective prior beliefs into mathematically formulated prior. If
we do not proceed with caution, we can generate misleading results. And also, it
can produce posterior distributions that are heavily influenced by the priors. From
a practical point of view, it might sometimes be difficult to convince subject matter
experts who do not agree with the validity of the chosen prior. It often comes with a
high computational cost, especially in models with a large number of parameters. In
addition, simulations provide slightly different answers unless the same random seed
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is used. Note that slight variations in simulation results do not contradict the earlier
claim that Bayesian inferences are exact. The posterior distribution of a parameter is
exact, given the likelihood function and the prior, while simulation-based estimates
of posterior quantities can vary due to the random number generator used in the
algorithms.
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